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MOBILISE FOR AFGHAN 
REFUGEES 20 OCTOBER!
By Mohan Sen 

On 20 October there will be 
a demonstration for refu-

gee rights in Parliament Square. 
The organisers, Solidarity with 
Refugees and Women for Ref-
ugee Women, say:

“The government has com-
mitted to take 20,000 Afghan 
refugees over the next five 
years. But that isn’t enough, and 
lacks the necessary urgency. 
While we are hearing accounts 
of mothers throwing their ba-
bies over razor wire in desper-
ation in the face of the horrors 
facing them under the Taliban, 
the UK government plans to 
make people wait years for re-
settlement, and to imprison any 
who manage to flee to the UK 
by other means… We can and 
must do more to welcome refu-
gees, and not just Afghans.

“Through this rally, we want 
to show the Government that 
we oppose [the Nationality and 
Borders] Bill, and that we want 
to live in a humane and wel-
coming society.”

Trade unionists and Labour 
Party activists should mobilise 
for this rally and others around 
country.

Afghanistan’s population is 
only 60% of the UK’s, but there 
now millions of Afghan refu-
gees in the world (in addition 
to millions internally displaced). 

2.6 million are registered with 
the UN refugee agency UNHCR, 
but some reports suggest simi-
lar number to that in Pakistan 
alone.

Pakistan, the Taliban’s most 
important backer, has deported 
hundreds of refugees back to 
Afghanistan since the Taliban 
took power — and put thou-
sands more on one-month visas 
and thus presumably at severe 
risk of deportation.

Despite their vast size, India 
and China will take few Afghan 
refugees. The Indian govern-
ment in particular does not 
want to accept more Muslims 
into the country and the Chi-
nese government is keen on 
developing its relationship with 
the Taliban. The US government 
has done better than the UK, 
with 120,000 Afghans accepted 
since the start of August, but 
the numbers are still small rela-
tive to its size and wealth.

Many other European states 
are following the UK’s mean-
ness. The German government 
of Angela Merkel, which has 
taken upwards of half a million 
Syrian refugees, has suggested 
it will only accept 10,000 Af-
ghans. Even though Merkel’s 
conservative CDU/CSU alliance 
may well lose the general elec-
tion there on 26 September, a 
right-wing backlash against ref-
ugees seems to be winning.

CDU/CSU chancellor candi-
date Armin Laschet has said 
that “the mistakes regarding 
the Syrian civil war [i.e. accept-
ing so many refugees] must not 
be made again”.

The leader of the “liberal” 
FDP has suggested that by ac-
cepting Syrian refugees Ger-
many “failed to look after local 
workers”. The Social Demo-
cratic candidate for chancellor, 
Olaf Scholz, has said tried to 
marry opposing refugees with 
sounding progressive by saying 
that they should go to countries 
neighbouring Afghanistan.

“Instead of spreading fear 
and panic”, argued the spokes-
woman of the Refugee Council 
of Brandenburg (the area sur-
rounding Berlin), “Germany — 
as one of the richest countries 
in the world — should lead by 
example by taking in refugees 
from Afghanistan.” The real 
“mistake” made in 2015, she 
added, was housing refugees 
in “inhumane conditions”.

It is the same argument here 
— except that the UK’s past re-
cord is worse than Germany’s! 
So far the arguments have been 
made mainly by NGOs and 
shoe-string campaigns. 

The labour movement should 
mobilise its voice and its weight 
to force the government to 
change course. □
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Social care: tax the rich!
Social care needs a transformation 

comparable to the transformation 
of UK healthcare seven decades ago 
through the NHS. It seems likely such 
a policy would be popular, if strong 
enough voices argued for it. At the mo-
ment the forces campaigning for any-
thing like it are weak, but the issue is 
centre-stage as never before.

When the Tories produced their “plan 
for social care” — taxing workers more 
to produce extra money for the NHS 
and a much smaller amount for care 
services (later) — the Labour Party em-
barrassed itself by its lack of alternative 
ideas. Now Keir Starmer has expressed 
a “preference” for taxes on “assets” — 
while eschewing any clear and aggres-
sive call to tax the rich. Ever keen to 
identify fixes so they can avoid taxing 
the rich, Labour spokespeople have 
also started to talk about billions that 
can supposedly be freed up by caring 
for more people in their homes.

The hierarchy of the TUC, meeting 
12-14 Sep for its Congress, has pushed 
a more emphatic and left-wing-sound-
ing version of Starmer’s kind of plan. 

Both Labour and the TUC have 
avoided:

• Clarity on how much money they 
want to raise

The (broadly right-wing) Institute for 
Fiscal Studies has disputed the Tories’ 
claim that their “health and social care 
levy”, through an increase in National 
Insurance, will raise £30 billion over the 
next three years, suggesting it will be 
more like half that. Even according to 
the government, only one sixth, about 
£5 billion, will go to social care. 

We could well be talking about less 
than a billion a year, in a system which 
has lost £700 million of funding since 
2010 despite constantly rising demand. 
Demand will only rise further. Care and 
support services are not just used by 
old people, but many using them are 
old, and the number of over-65s could 
increase by half by 2040. Some figures 
suggest the social care “funding gap” 
could grow from under a billion today 
to over £10 billion by 2030.

The labour movement needs clear 
campaigning proposals on a wealth 
tax, capital gains tax and corporation 
tax, as well as tax on very high incomes. 
The Resolution Foundation has calcu-
lated that previous estimates of the 
wealth held by the super-rich had un-
derestimated it by about £800 billion! 
Really we want public expropriation of 
the big banks and financial institutions, 
so their vast wealth can be used to fund 
the jobs and services people need, in-

cluding in health and care.

• Clarity on how much services 
should cost users, or whether 
they should be free

The Tories’ proposal is sup-
posedly for a cap of £86,000 on 
lifetime care costs, along with 
means-tested support for those 
with less than £100,000 in assets. 
If you own a house worth half a 
million, this isn’t great; if you own 
one worth £150,000, it’s disas-
trous. But in addition to that, the 
cap covers costs for direct care, 
not for accommodation!

The number of people who 
have to sell their home to pay for 
care might fall from the current 
17,000 a year, but not necessarily 
by much. On top of all that, the new cap 
will not kick in until October 2023. 

Social care and support services 
should be completely free, like the NHS 
is despite erosion.

• Clarity on the pay and rights of care 
workers

Clarity here is crucial for those who 
work in social care: 1.6 million, more 
than in the NHS. It is crucial for meeting 
the sector’s growing needs, including 
curbing and reducing the existing staff 
shortage of over 120,000.

At present that shortage is expected 
to grow to 170,000 by the end of the 
year. (This is also an additional reason 
why the labour movement should fight 
for free movement of workers into the 
UK.)

A quarter of care workers nationally 
and 40% in London are on zero-hours 
contracts. Pay is low, the median being 
only pennies above the legal minimum 
wage, now £8.91 an hour, and declin-
ing relative even to other low-paid jobs.

This degrades care workers’ living 
standards and mental and physical 
and health; and, despite often heroic 
efforts, degrades the service they can 
provide to those they care for.

Sick pay is a huge issue. In June, the 
best part of a year after the government 
claimed to have funded full isolation 
pay for all care workers, Unison — the 
largest union in social care — reported 
that a third of workers were receiving 
only Statutory Sick Pay of £96.35 a 
week, while 11% got nothing.

At the end of March there had been 
very nearly 30,000 excess deaths in 
care homes as a result of Covid-19. 
In Scotland, the proportion of Covid 
deaths in care homes is about a third! 
The death rate among care workers was 
twice as high as in the general working 
age population.

The Labour Party has had little to say 
about sick pay or wages. It seems not 
to have actually dropped its support 
for a £10 an hour minimum wage, but 
equally seems reluctant to talk about 

it. TUC officials have been calling for 
£10 an hour in the care sector; but the 
GMB just put a motion through TUC 
Congress for £15. £15 was the demand 
raised, before GMB did it, by rank-and-
file care and support workers’ network 
CaSWO.

Workers at the Sage nursing home 
in North London have been on strike 
repeatedly over the last year for £12 
per hour, as well as sick pay and annual 
leave parity with NHS workers, union 
recognition and other demands.

We need to fight, in the care indus-
try, in other industries and in terms of 
law, for a significantly better minimum 
wage, a ban on zero hours contracts 
and full sick pay for all workers.

• Clarity on who should provide ser-
vices. 

Should they be in the public sector, 
or predominantly private in one form or 
another as at present?

We should not advocate handing 
more funds to private care providers, 
which include, for instance, care homes 
chains owned by hedge funds. The 
kind of changes needed in care and 
support services will be very difficult to 
implement in a largely privatised and 
heavily fragmented system. How do 
you raise wages for all care workers 
when they are employed by thousands 
of mostly private organisations? The 
more radical the conditions and restric-
tions imposed on private providers the 
more irrational the system of private 
provision becomes. What about small 
private groups which would just close 
down if forced to pay decent wages?

All of it points towards public owner-
ship. A public care and support system 
could improve the working lives and 
living standards of many of hundreds 
of thousands, create hundreds of thou-
sands of good, socially essential jobs 
and transform the care provided to 
millions.

Who would argue to establish the 
NHS if it didn’t exist now? That is the 
level of ambition the labour movement 

needs.
There should be a drive in the 

unions and Labour Party to win 
the arguments for such a transfor-
mation. As with so many issues, 
Momentum could make a differ-
ence here — if it understood and 
wanted to do it. Unison ignores 
its conference policy for public 
ownership and runs a joint cam-
paign for more public subsidies 
with private care bosses and Tory 
MPs. Forces actually advocating a 
more radical policy are relatively 
weak and somewhat divided.

CaSWO’s demands, mainly fo-
cused on care workers’ rights, 
conclude with “democratising 
social care” by bringing it “into 
democratic public ownership, 

guided by co-production of workers, 
disabled people and those in receipt 
of support”. It held protests for them in 
Manchester, London, Preston and New-
castle on 4 September.

There is a small campaign, mainly 
driven by NHS campaigners, for a “Na-
tional Care and Independent Living 
Service” and a small campaign, mainly 
driven by disability activists, for a “Na-
tional Independent Living Support Ser-
vice”. That division reflects differences 
and debates about the relationship 
between providing social care through 
institutions and support for individuals 
to live independently.

Socialists and labour movement ac-
tivists can help the growth of trade 
unionism among care and support 
workers. The setting up of CaSWO, 
which involves workers in Unison, Unite 
and United Voices of the World (but 
not so far GMB), is reflective of that. 
There is lots of anecdotal evidence that 
union membership in the care sector 
has grown. Victories like those won by 
the Unison branch in Salford should be 
publicised and their example spread.

We must support care workers’ strug-
gles like the UVW dispute at Sage in 
North London, and support CaSWO. □

• More: bit.ly/socialcarearticle and 
workersliberty.org/social-care

Solidarity 604 reported that the 
World Health Organisation had 

come out for “booster” Covid vac-
cinations. WHO Europe chief Hans 
Kluge had done so, but the WHO as 
such calls for a moratorium on boost-
ers. A typo in a headline on page 15 
of Solidarity 605 gave the date of the 
now-suspended BEIS strike as 22-24 
November: the article under the 
headline had the correct date, 22-24 
Sep. □

Care and Support Workers Organise
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Clearing the NHS backlog
By Sacha Ismail

The treatment backlog threatening 
the NHS is a symptom not just of 

the pandemic, but of long-worsening 
problems that preceded it and sharp-
ened its impact.

Last week the backlog hit a record 
high of 5.6 million people. It is currently 
growing by 150,000 a month. Health 
Secretary Sajid Javid has said that the 
figure could rise as high as 13 million. 
Presumably Javid is trying to drum up 
support for the Tories’ attack on work-
ers’ incomes to raise more funds for 
the health service; but the Institute for 
Fiscal Studies (IFS), for instance, has 
sketched out what seem like plausible 
scenarios in which waiting lists could 
grow even bigger than that.

Within the headline figure of 5.6 mil-
lion, the number waiting upwards of 
18 weeks has tripled to around two 
million, and the number waiting more 
than 52 weeks has gone from zero to 
hundreds of thousands.

Before Covid hit NHS waiting lists 
had been mounting steadily for years, 
from over two million when Labour left 
office in 2010 to over four million at the 
start of 2020.

Since 2010 the NHS has been chron-
ically underfunded. If the funding 
increases it got between 1997 and 
2010 had been matched since, its core 
budget this year would be over £200 
billion rather than £150 billion.

The health service has not been lit-
erally “defunded” in the way local gov-
ernment has. But NHS care has long 
been more and more rationed, with 
many services in effect no longer freely 
available. Sustained underfunding 
has meant a system desperately over-
stretched even in quiet times, with very 
little flexibility or reserve capacity, even 

before March 2020. Thus the health 
service’s repeated near-overwhelming 
during the pandemic, and probably 
a lot more Covid transmission within 
hospitals than there would have been 
if they had been less crowded.

If Covid disappeared tomorrow, the 
NHS would still urgently need substan-
tial extra funding just to catch up. But 
Covid is not disappearing. New cases 
are 30,000 a day or more, and hospital 
admissions around 1,000 a day.

Boris Johnson has claimed that his 
government’s National Insurance hike, 
a so-called “health and social care levy” 
raising funds by targeting workers’ in-
comes, will raise over £10 billion a year 
for the next three years. That would be 
inadequate. But the IFS calculates that 
in fact the NI increase will raise £6.6 bil-
lion extra next year, £3.6 billion extra 
the year after and £5.6 billion extra the 
year after that.

The NHS lacks facilities. About 22,000 
beds have been lost and over a hun-
dred A&Es closed since 2010. The To-
ries have no plan to remedy that, only 
spin: it has been revealed that the gov-
ernment’s policy to meet its promise of 
48 “new hospitals” is to rebrand hospi-
tal upgrades as new facilities.

Perhaps even more urgently, what the 
NHS lacks is people. At the end of last 
year NHS organisations reported a staff 
shortage of 84,000, including 38,000 
nurses (one in ten positions), and rising. 
The shortfall of GPs is 2,500, projected 
to grow to 7,000 in the next five years. 
The shortage of GPs is hitting more de-
prived areas in particular.

A large part of this problem stems 
from how NHS workers have and are 
still being treated, most recently with 
the 3% pay rise – i.e. a real terms pay 
freeze (and maybe worse for those who 

have been outsourced from NHS terms 
and conditions). Since the government 
has refused to provide additional fund-
ing for pay increases, even this measly 
offer will further diminish NHS budgets.

Over the years, starting under Blair 
and Brown, more and more NHS 
funding has been diverted to private 
companies through various forms of 
privatisation and outsourcing. The To-
ries are working hard to increase this 
flow: since 2010 the amount going to 
“private providers” has increased by 
72%. Not including GPs and dentists, 
18% of NHS clinical spending is now 
with private providers. During the pan-
demic, instead of requisitioning private 
health facilities, the Tories have given 
£10 billion to private health compa-
nies for fallback use of those facilities, 
generating £200 million in shareholder 
profits.

Fight NHS reorganisation
Its plans to reorganise the NHS into “in-
tegrated care systems” will give private 
providers an institutionalised voice in 
the health service.
The labour movement must:

• Rally round the NHS workers and 
help them get serious industrial action 
off the ground for a fully-funded 15% or 
£3,000 pay rise.

• Demand and campaign for sig-
nificantly larger funding increases 
to stabilise the NHS, curb and clear 
the backlog and restore services. We 
should oppose “hypothecated” taxes 
linked to funding a particular service, 
and fight to tax the rich, not workers’ 
wages.

• Demand a comprehensive reversal 
of privatisation and outsourcing so we 
have an NHS worthy of the name and 
funding increases fund health services, 
not profits.

• Fight for a plan to fund and trans-
form social care. Of the money raised 
by the “health and care levy”, it seems 
only about one sixth will go to so-
cial care. Social care also needs more 
money, but we should not advocate 
more public handouts for private care 
providers (some of them owned by 
hedge funds and the like). The labour 
movement should demand public 
funding to establish and expand a free, 
publicly-owned and provided care and 
independent living service. □

• Petition which Keep Our NHS Public 
is promoting, from We Own It: bit.ly/
nhs-fund

Oppose the Elections Bill
By Mohan Sen

The Elections Bill, designed 
to suppress turnout in 

UK elections, is yet another 
weapon in the Tories’ mul-
ti-faceted assault on democ-
racy (Police Bill, Spycops Bill, 
Overseas Operations Bill, 
threat of a new anti-strike law).

The Electoral Reform So-
ciety estimates that the Bill, 
about to return to Parliament 
as it reopens this month, will 
disenfranchise more than two 
million people – in addition to 
the millions who are already 
not on the electoral roll, due 
to successive voter-suppress-

ing changes over many years.
Over the next decade, this 

latest ratcheting up of the as-
sault on electoral democracy 
will cost £120 million to imple-
ment!

The Tories are acting like 
cutprice Trumpites. They talk 
about tackling election fraud, 
a problem that essentially 

does not exist. The UK’s Elec-
toral Commission says that 
the country has “low levels 
of proven electoral fraud”. In 
2019 there was one conviction 
for impersonating another 
voter.

As in the US there is a racist 
aspect to the voter-suppres-
sion drive. Evidence suggests 
the ID requirement will dis-
proportionately impact BAME 
voters (and women and young 
people). 

In fact US civil rights groups 
have noticed and vocally con-
demned the UK Bill! □

• ERS petition: bit.ly/ers-p

Upcoming meetings
Workers’ Liberty meetings are open to all, held online over 

zoom.

Sunday 26 September, 6.30-8pm: The Tories, immigration 
controls and modern slavery
Sunday 3 October, 12pm onwards: Socialist Feminist Read-
ing Group: Berlin’s Third Sex
Sunday    3   October   6:30 - 8pm:  Capital  Vol. I  reading  group 
Sunday 10 October, 12pm onwards: Reading group 
as above, at 2pm, Hootananny, 95 Effra Road, SW2 1DF. 
Sunday 10 October 12-1:30pm, Animal products, socialist 
environmental reading group
Workers’ Liberty Student meeting
Thursday 7 October, 6.30-8pm: Imperialism 
and anti-imperialism
  
For our calendars of events, updated details, 
zoom links, more meetings and resources, see 
workersliberty.org/events or scan QR code□

Social inequality has deepened 
the Covid pandemic; the pan-

demic has deepened inequality. 
This new pamphlet, from Momen-
tum Internationalists, offers ideas 
for the labour movement to regroup 
and fight back on socialist lines. □

momentuminternationalists.org
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A bad boy of Brexit returns
By Jim Denham

A once-familiar name returned to 
the pages of the Morning Star last 

week, banging a familiar and well-worn 
drum: Brian Denny, Europhobe and Lit-
tle Englander par excellence.

For the EU referendum of June 2016, 
CAEF signed up with Leave.EU, the 
group run by Nigel Farage and his 
sidekick Arron Banks, responsible for 
some of the most racist propaganda 
during that campaign (e.g. the noto-
rious “Breaking Point” poster and the 
claim that a millions Turks were about 
to arrive in Britain). Banks sent money 
to TUAEU and in his book Bad Boys of 
Brexit, published in October 2016, de-
scribed how he worked with Denny on 
producing leaflets aimed at trade un-
ionists.

Given that the Morning Star had 
published an editorial in June 2015 
denouncing right wing anti-EU cam-
paigners as “neoliberal and nationalist 
extremists” and calling upon the left 

and the labour movement to “develop 
an independent position of their own”, 
the publication of Banks’s book must 
have been an embarrassment to them. 
Prominent CPBer Nick Wright wrote to 
blogger Andrew Coates in July 2018: 
“Brian Denny is not a member of the 
Communist Party and has not been for 
some years. The parting of the ways 
came precisely over the insistence of 
the Communist Party that its members 
do not campaign with Tories or appear 
with them in the campaign to vote no 
to the bosses’ EU.”

Since then, until last week, Mr Den-
ny’s appearances in the Morning Star 
have been limited to reviews of Julie 
Burchill’s anti-EU play People Like Us 
and the book Englishness: The Politi-
cal Force Transforming Britain – both of 
which he liked very much.

But now he’s back, given an en-
tire page to rant about the EU and its 
non-existent army as the great danger 
of the day, closing with the rhetorical 
question “should opposition to these 
militaristic and clearly imperialist devel-
opments simply be left to Nigel Farage 
and co?”

In the Morning Star of 9 Septem-
ber (“EU brass hats’ deluded plans to 

globalise Nato interventionism show 
they’ve learned nothing from leaving 
Afghanistan with their tails between 
their legs”) he now argues that the main 
risk from what he describes as “the cha-
otic US and British withdrawal from Af-
ghanistan” is that the EU may “develop 
its own military wing”.

Mr Denny has form when it comes 
to anti-EU fanaticism. For many years 
before the 2016 referendum he was 
involved in a series of nationalist or-
ganisations, such as the Campaign 
Against Euro Federalism (CAEF), Trade 
Unionists Against the EU Constitution 
(TUAEC), No2EU, and Trade Unionists 
Against the EU (TUAEU). What all these 

organisations had in common (apart 
from alphabet soup initials) was oppo-
sition to free movement of labour and 
the promotion of “national democratic 
rights.”

While TUAEU, TUEAC and the RMT-
backed No2EU claimed to be left wing 
and complained of (in the words of 
Mr Denny) “social dumping, whereby 
cheap foreign labour displaces local 
workers”, CAEF was linked to the far 
right of the Tory Party (and, later Ukip), 
calling for Britain to “restore sovereign 
control over its own military forces.” 
Despite this, the supposedly left wing 
TUAEC affiliated to CAEF and Mr 
Denny became a spokesperson for 
both organisations.

Through much of this time, until the 
reported “parting of the ways” “some 
years” before 2018, Mr Denny was a 
prominent member of the Communist 
Party of Britain and foreign editor of the 
Morning Star, as well as press officer for 
the RMT. During the Kosova war, he en-
sured the paper backed Slobodan Mi-
losevic and spread the falsehood that 
the Kosova Liberation Army was at the 
centre of an international drug-dealing 
conspiracy involving the German and 
US secret services. □

PR is not a shortcut 
around class struggle

In my Constituency Labour 
Party (CLP), when we dis-

cussed which motion to 
prioritise for Labour Party 
conference, much of the 
left argued that a motion 
calling for Proportional 
Representation (PR) was the 
most important, more impor-
tant than my class-struggle 
“Build Back Fairer” motion.

The PR proposal was, so 
they argued, the door which 
opened the way to everything 
advocated in the other mo-
tions.

After all, the Tories’ current 
parliamentary majority, won 
through First Past the Post 
(FPTP), comes despite them 
holding a minority vote share. 
With a more democratic elec-
toral system, we wouldn’t be 
in the current mess: and a La-

bour-led government would 
be more realisable.

This argument rings of a 
technocratic combination of 
utopianism and parliamentary 
proceduralism. 

PR is undoubtedly more 
democratic than First Past The 
Post (FPTP). Yet how will we 
win it? The Tories will not im-
plement even such a modest 
reform without immense pres-
sure. Labour would need to be 
in power, more left-wing, and 
under at least some pressure 
to do so.

Either case requires a mass 
working-class movement 

which win PR as part of a 
range of social and demo-
cratic gains. Such a move-
ment will be built around 
relatable class-struggle 
and visions and pro-
grammes that can motivate 
and inspire people: not 
simply promises, seem-
ingly plucked out of the air, 
to make bourgeois democ-

racy more democratic.
Even if PR were implemented 

tomorrow, a cursory look at the 
UK vote share, or at German 
politics tell us we would not 
immediately have a left-wing 
government. What is needed, 
again, is a mass working-class 
left-wing movement.

Class struggle, and bold left-
wing ideas, as seen in Momen-
tum Internationalists’ model 
motions, are in fact what will 
open the door to the wider 
changes needed. □

Zack Muddle, 
Bristol West

Tony Southwell (Solidarity 
605) argues that indus-

trial growth in the Stalinist 
economies was a matter of 
“conscious decision-mak-
ing of the bureaucracy... 
choices”, and so not “or-
ganic”.

But, as Marx put it, “social 
existence determines con-
sciousness”. The leading bu-
reaucrats in Stalinist states 
were not people dropped 
from the sky who might opt 
to plan for industrial growth, 
or just as well as opt to plan 
to wind back to subsistence 
agriculture plus growing a 
few flowers.

Their consciousness was 
shaped and selected by “so-
cial existence” organic to the 
system.

International pressures 
drove them to maximise 
growth. And, as Tony recog-

nises, there were also inter-
nal pressures. Certainly once 
the bureaucracy became 
self-reproducing, people 
would rise to the “top” on 
the basis of commitment 
and performance in maxim-
ising growth.

Timothy Dunmore’s book 
on the USSR economy 1945-
53 is instructive here. He 
shows that in the Stalinist 
system a drive for crude-
ly-measured growth some-
times even swamped the 
planners when they wanted 
to be subtler.

In that period the top USSR 
leaders, probably fearful 
of post-war worker revolt, 
planned on paper for a shift 
to lighter consumer-goods 
industries. The bosses in 
heavier industry, with their 
greater already-acquired 
economic weight, were 
able to nullify the planned 
shift and keep the focus on 
crudely-measured growth in 
their own domains. □

Alan Gilbert, London

The USSR’s drive 
for crude growth

The Tories got 44% of the vote but 
56% of seats at the last election

Denny giving a speech against 
the EU for TUAEU in 2016

Antidoto
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Hong Kong: fear and defiance
By Ralph Peters

The Hong Kong Alliance has refused 
to hand over data on its supporters 

to the HK police. Its only leader still 
at liberty, Chow Hang-tung, has been 
taken into custody. Along with Lee 
Cheuk Yan (chair of the Alliance, and 
already jailed) and Albert Ho, he has 
been charged with “incitement to sub-
version”.

The HK Alliance is the organisation 
that organised the ånnual 4 June Tian-
anmen commemoration.

Five weeks earlier, the teachers’ union 
HKPTU, similarly threatened with inves-
tigation on grounds of subversion, had 
dissolved itself.

That HKPTU decision signalled to in-
dividual teachers that they would be 
on their own if they faced disciplinary 
action or arrest under the new clamp-
down.

Virtually all the leading democratic 
activists of 2019-2020 are in jail or fac-
ing investigation and trial.

The League of Social Democrats 
(LSD) and trade unionists like Lee 
Cheuk Yan have been defiant like the 
Alliance.

In the lead up to his trial for alleged 
unauthorised assembly, the LSD’s Vice 
Chair Raphael Wong explained their 

tactics. “The judge won’t like what we 
say during mitigation” — the only op-
portunity the defendants have to ad-
dress the court – “but we have to do it 
because this is our responsibility”.

On 1 September, Wong raised his fist 
in the air as he walked into the court-
room and stated in his “mitigation 
plea”: “I have nothing to be ashamed 
of and no remorse for what I did on that 
day”.

Other LSD leaders such as Figo Chan, 
Avery Ng, and Leung Kwok-hung (Long 
Hair), also sentenced on 1 September 
to 11 to 16 months in jail, have also 
been defiant.

Those figures, and the HKPTU lead-
ers, are of the largely older political 
generation that preceded the “local-
ists” of 2014-2020. We don’t know the 
current political mood of those who 

took to the streets of Hong Kong in 
2019-20 rebellion, when the localists 
were central.

Soon after the NSL came in, most of 
the localists disbanded their organisa-
tions. Their leading figures were speed-
ily imprisoned, like Joshua Wong, or 
went into exile, like Nathan Law, also 
from the disbanded group Demosistos.

2013 dock strike activist Tiffany Yuen, 
also ex-Demosistos, joined a protest 
with 17 other political prisoners on 3 
September when police sent in a spe-
cial squad with dogs to Lo Wu Correc-
tional Institution.

We don’t know whether fear or de-
fiance will dominate among the hun-
dreds of thousands of HongKongers 
who took to the streets in 2019-2020. 
Partly it will depend on international 
solidarity.

The UK government will do nothing 
that will offend its business sponsors 
who have mega-billion deals with the 
Chinese government. Solidarity has to 
be the work of the labour movement 
and the left.

The trial will on 23 September 23 of 
47 leading activists charged under the 
National Security Law with subversion 
for standing in Hong Kong’s 2020 dem-
ocratic primaries. □

More: @labsolidarityHK

Don’t kick rape charges off the pitch
By Katy Dollar

TW // sexual violence

A banner supporting a 
woman who accused 

footballer Cristiano Ronaldo 
of sexual assault was flown 
over Old Trafford during his 
return game for Manchester 
United. The Level Up femi-
nist group said they wanted 
to “remind crowds” of rape 
allegations against him and 
“disrupt the fanfare” around 
the player’s heavily-publicised 
return to Manchester United. 
The group’s co-director Janey 
Starling said they wanted to 
send “a message to football 
that rape allegations can’t be 
kicked off the pitch”.

The banner above the Man-
chester United stadium read 
“Believe Kathryn Mayorga”.

Kathryn Mayorga accused 
Ronaldo of assaulting her at 
a Las Vegas hotel in 2009. In 

2019, US prosecutors said 
Ronaldo, who denied the 
claims, would not face charges. 
Mayorga reached an out-of-
court settlement with Ronaldo 
in 2010, receiving £288,000 
($375,000) payment in return 
for her silence. In 2018, Ms 
Mayorga sought to reopen the 
case, with her lawyer saying 
she had been inspired by the 
#MeToo movement against 
sexual violence.

The German magazine 
Der Spiegel was leaked the 
non-disclosure agreement by 
Football Leaks. The document 
contains a version of how Ron-
aldo experienced that night, 
including the following quote: 
“She said no and stop sev-
eral times.” Las Vegas police, 
who then investigated the al-
legations, said they “cannot 
be proven beyond a reason-

able doubt” and therefore 
they would not press charges 
against Ronaldo. A local dis-
trict attorney’s office said Ms 
Mayorga reported an assault 
in 2009, but refused to state 
where it had happened or 
name the attacker, so police 
were unable “to conduct any 
meaningful investigation”. 
Ronaldo claims the sexual 
contact, when he was about to 
leave Manchester United for 
Real Madrid, was consensual.

Mayorga was also inter-
viewed by Der Spiegel staff. 
“Basically he... he begged 
me to touch his penis for 30 
seconds”. “When I wouldn’t 
touch it, he begged me to 
suck it. Like, what an idiot!... I 
was laughing at him because 
I thought, ‘Is this a joke?’ This 
guy that is so famous and so 
hot ... he’s a frickin’ loser and 

a creep.”
But Ronaldo wouldn’t be put 

off. “He was like, ‘I’ll let you go if 
you give me a kiss.’ I said, ‘OK, 
I’ll kiss you, but I’m not going 
to touch your nasty penis’… He 
starts to come on to me very 
strong. And he starts to do 
stuff to me and touch me and 
grab me and go down on me. 
I pushed him away and kept 
saying ‘No.’”

“He tried to take my under-
wear off. I turned away from 

him and curled up into a ball. 
And I was holding my vagina. 
And that’s when he jumped on 
me.” She says she said “no, no, 
no, no.” Ronaldo, Kathryn May-
orga claims, raped her anally. 
Without a condom or lubri-
cant.

“After he assaulted me, he 
wouldn’t let me leave again. 
He wouldn’t let me leave. 
And he was calling me ‘baby, 
baby.’ He gave me this look, 
this guilty look. Almost like he 
felt bad. I don’t remember but 
I’m pretty sure he said ‘sorry’ 
or ‘Are you hurt?’ And by this 
time, he’s... on his knees. He 
says the 99 percent thing.”

He insisted, she says, that he 
was “a good guy” except for 
the “one percent.” □

Many campaigns will be active 
around Labour Party confer-

ence in Brighton on 25-29 Sep-
tember. Workers’ Liberty will be 
working with Momentum Interna-
tionalists, which has scheduled two 
fringe meetings, both on Sunday 
26th at The Walrus, 10 Ship St, BN1 
1AD: 6pm on what after Corbynism, 
7:30pm on Afghanistan.

We understand MI is also looking 
at organising a protest around the 
conference on Saturday 25 Septem-
ber, a day for which an international 
call for action has been made by the 
Revolutionary Association of Wop-
men of Afghanistan.

We’re also working with the La-
bour Campaign for Free Movement, 
which is organising a fringe meeting 
on migrant rights, 12:45pm, also at 
The Walrus.

And with Neurodivergent Labour, 
which will be pressing within the 
conference for reference-back of 
the National Policy Forum report 
because it ignored submissions on 
rights of autistic, dyslexic, and other 
neurodivergent people. □

• Links and info for these and other 
campaigns, suggestions for labour 
movement motions and petitions: 
workersliberty.org/agenda

Second hand books!

Workers’ Liberty is sell-
ing hundreds of second 

hand-books — politics, but also 
fiction, history and much more. 
Visit bit.ly/2h-books for the cur-
rent stock and prices, and to 
order. □

Women’s 
Fightback

Activist Agenda
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More cows will mend soil, 
will mend climate? No!
By Zack Muddle 

David Walters (Solidarity 586, bit.ly/
dw-soil) highlights important en-

vironmental considerations concern-
ing soil. The destruction, degradation, 
depletion of soil through intensive 
mono-cropping; the nitrogen run-off 
and energy use of artificial fertilisers; 
the numerous destructive impacts of 
chemical pesticides. Yet his key claim 
that “we need more ruminants (grass 
eaters) not less” does not follow and is 
untenable.

In the first section, I contend that 
Walters overstates the potential for soil 
to be used to offset historic industrial 
emissions, by implication underplay-
ing their dangers, and by extension the 
urgency of phasing out fossil fuels. In 
the second, I will argue that, though 
increasing soil carbon and improving 
soil health is important, this does not 
require more cows — rather, the oppo-
site. In the third and fourth sections — 
in next week’s Solidarity — I will explain 
the wider need for a vast and rapid re-
duction in animal products; and sketch 
how we should approach the transition.

Walters’ contribution usefully aids us 
to continue the debate on animal prod-
ucts and climate change from 2019. 
Yet I am not convinced his argument is 
substantively — as he suggests — on the 
same side as Paul, particularly over my 
contentions in the first two sections. 

Soil’s potential?
Walters claims that “an increase in the 
planet’s agricultural lands from 1% 
to 5% of [Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) 
would] erase almost all of the CO2 ever 
put in the atmosphere by our species 
though industry.” The implication here 
— that regenerating our soils provides 
a straightforward way to clean up hu-
manity’s cumulative greenhouse gas 
emissions — is false and harmful.

Such implications vastly understate 
the scale of the problem, of both the 
urgency of ending almost all emis-
sions, and the challenges in clearing 
up after historic emissions. This is dam-
aging regardless of Walters’ intention: 
he notes that humanity “needs to stop 
much or most of the production of CO2 
throughout industry and transporta-
tion.”

A back-of-the-envelope calculation 
may make Walters’ claim seem plausi-
ble. Estimated global net SOC, around 
one-and-a-half trillion (million million) 

tons, is currently only slightly smaller 
than estimated global net CO2 emis-
sions in the last 250 years . Increasing 
soil carbon in depleted soils would 
improve their quality and the ecosys-
tem, while sequestering carbon. Esti-
mates vary, but one suggests that in the 
12,000 years, human agriculture has re-
sulted in a loss of 116 billion (thousand 
million) tons of SOC. This has been ac-
celerating, and most has been lost in 
the last 250 years, with “grazing” and 
“cropland” contributing nearly equally.

The same study states that “bot-
tom-up estimates of the maximum 
biophysical potential for carbon se-
questration on cropping and grazing 
land range from 0.4 [to 1.4 billion tons 
per year]. Assuming SOC reaches a 
new steady state in 20 y[ears], this cal-
culation suggests that 8 [to 28 billion 
tons] can be recaptured. Even [this 
range] is likely overly ambitious.”

At best then, this study estimates that 
just under a quarter of the total carbon 
lost from the soils can be recaptured 
in the near future. Socialists may be 
more ambitious, but even recaptur-
ing most of it would only compensate 
for historic losses from the soil itself – 
not starting to clean up after industry. 
(Most, because some lost may have 
ended up outside the carbon cycle — 
but the large majority was lost to the at-
mosphere and elsewhere in the cycle.) 
We’d have to go more than ten times 
further to remove industry’s emissions. 
We need to remove carbon as fast as 
possible, to avert as many irreversible 
disasters, from ecosystem destruction 
and species extinction to glaciers melt-
ing and human tragedies. At the top 
end of the maximum estimated rate 
above — assuming no further emissions 
— we would be well into the next millen-
nium before we finish!

Nor would the quintupling of SOC be 
an ecologically small matter. Soil with 
0.5% SOC may be considered desert 
“soil”, with 2.5% a high-carbon “upland 
topsoil”. The supportable ecosystems 
with such a swing would vastly change. 
Doing so beyond the — unarguably 
good — attempts to reverse soil deple-
tion comes at no small cost.

While not relying on its ability to off-
set historic and ongoing emissions, the 
ecological case for vastly increasing 
soil organic carbon is sound. The case 
for cows — more cows — in doing so is 
not. Walters gives a historic argument, 
then a mechanistic explanation of the 
role grazers can theoretically play in in-
creasing SOC in grassland.

Mechanistically, partial and rotated 
grazing is alleged to promote root 

growth, creating healthy soil and lock-
ing away carbon. But to complete Wal-
ters’ argument, they would need to be 
able to do so better than alternatives; 
and do so on a wide enough scale, 
with a high enough density, and a fast 
enough turn-over to support extremely 
high — allegedly even higher than cur-
rent! — levels of animal-based food pro-
duction.

Soil carbon can be increased-af-
ter-geoengineering through reduction 
or elimination of tillage and plowing; 
use of “cover crops” and double crop-
ping whereby plants other than that 
harvested are grown out-of-season or 
in different layers for the health of the 
soil; and using plant varieties with more 
and bigger roots. Many of these “re-
generative farming” practices increase 
biodiversity, and make for healthy eco-
systems and pesticide resistance. This 
can be done very well without grazing 
animals.

Cattle
On the other side, key proponent of 
using cattle for so-called “regenerative 
grazing”, Allan Savory, was debunked 
by a peer-reviewed article, finding 
that “[s]cientific evidence unmistaka-
bly demonstrates the inability of Mr 
Savory’s grazing method to reverse 
rangeland degradation or climate 
change, and it strongly suggests that 
it might actually accelerate these pro-
cesses.”

Much more research is needed in 
these areas, and different ecological-
approaches are needed in different 
areas, with divergent climates, ecosys-
tems, and soil types and health. In a 
portion, no doubt, some grazing herbi-
vores would be best — in some cases, 
part of rewilding efforts. I’m yet to see 
any evidence of that as a general rule, 
even less that doing so could sustaina-
bly support comparable levels of ani-
mal-based food production.

Most of our animal products do not 
come from “regenerative” practices. 
The EU, followed by the USA, are the 
world’s leading producers of cow milk, 
producing around half the world total 
between them. In beef production Bra-
zil, followed by the USA, comes top. In 
all of these places, “overgrazing” of the 
soil is rife, damaging soil quality and 
releasing carbon. In many places, the 
land used is converted to grass for this 
grazing. The majority of Brazilian Am-
azon land area cleared has been used 
for cattle ranching. Feeding these cattle 
additional crops to those grazed, such 
as soy, is ubiquitous. While particularly 
stark, this picture is not unique to cattle.

All of these environmentally devastat-
ing practices allow the net animal-based 
food production to be pushed up and 
up, in pursuit of ever-greater profits in 
the agricultural and food industries. 
The world now produces more than 
three times the weight of meat as it did 
fifty years ago. This trend isn’t simply 
continuously growing, it is accelerat-
ing. The biggest acceleration has been 
in poultry, driving the number of land 
animals — a potentially misleading sta-
tistic — slaughtered for meat annually 
up to 70 billion, ten times the human 
population. 

Turnover too has increased: while 
a cow may naturally live 15-20 years, 
most diary cows are slaughtered by 
five, beef cows at one and a half or 
two. Over the last half century, beef 
cows have been aggressively bred for 
bodies over a third larger; dairy cows 
to produce over twice as much milk. 
This built upon cattle who had already 
undergone centuries or more of bread-
ing. Dairy cows are forced to give birth 
every year after their first, to keep the 
milk gushing over their short, misera-
ble lives. This all ramps up profits, and 
output — but also the nutritional input 
required per animal — to far beyond 
“cattle in nature”.

Big and intensive capitalist animal 
agriculture — combined with environ-
mental destruction — also drives, as 
Rob Wallace conclusively demonstrates 
in his books, ever-increasing zoonotic 
spillovers into humans.

We should end and reverse big agri-
cultural land grabs and deforestation, 
mass overgrazing, and use of addi-
tional land and resources for crops for 
livestock. Doing so will necessarily re-
duce the net mass of animal products 
creatable. □

• More: bit.ly/anisoi and in next week’s 
Solidarity.
• Our socialist environmental monthly 
reading group will discuss animal 
products and the environment, midday, 
10 October, over zoom. Readings and 
more info: bit.ly/meat2veg

Environment
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Facebook victimises 
workers’ rep
By Gerry Bates

Workers cleaning Face-
book’s London offices 

for Churchill Cleaning will pro-
test again on 17 September as 
part of their fight against work-
load increases, harassment of 
workers and victimisation of 
their union rep.

The company has doubled 
the workload of cleaners at 
Facebook’s office on Brock 
Street (in Camden, north west 
London) and is now trying to 
implement similar changes at 
its London HQ down the road 
in Rathbone Square. It has re-
moved Cleaners and Allied 
Independent Workers Union 

(CAIWU) rep Guillermo Cama-
cho, and engaged in severe 
bullying of another worker, 
Monica Arribasplata. CAIWU 
members protested at both of-
fices on 3 and 10 September. 
Join them on the 17th!

4pm at Brock Street, NW1 
3FG. 5pm at Rathbone Square, 
W1T 1FB. □

• More: bit.ly/caiwu-pro

Why the Greens are 
drifting right
By Luke Hardy

With the climate emer-
gency rising in pub-

lic consciousness across the 
world and a shift towards an-
ti-capitalist politics among 
younger people, we might 
think the Green Parties would 
be presenting themselves as 
radical anti-capitalist forces to 
win people from Labour or So-
cial Democratic parties which 
have become wedded to ne-
oliberalism and dwindled into 
bureaucratic husks. However, 
in practice the opposite is hap-
pening.

The German Greens were 
founded in 1980. The designa-
tion “green” was drawn from 
Australian building workers’ 
“green bans” of the mid-70s, 
and the party drew into many 
would-be radicals who had 
been in or around Germany’s 
large Maoist movements of 
the 1970s.

However, they have a long 
history of accommodating to 
the politics of the centre and 
centre right. Earlier this year 
polls showed the Greens on 
an unprecedented high vote, 
with a chance of leading the 
next German government. 
That high has faded over the 
summer, with a partial recov-
ery of the Social Democrats 
(SPD), but the Green are still 
likely to do well in the election 
on 26 September.

Their pitch is to hoover up 
the centrist and centre-right 
voters who supported Angela 
Merkel but are uneasy about 
the CDU-CSU’s new leader 
Armin Laschet. 

The Greens were in the 1998-
2005 government, headed by 
Gerhard Schröder of the SPD, 
which enacted the neoliberal 
Hartz reforms cutting back 
welfare provision. Across Ger-
many at a state level, they are 
now in coalitions with the lib-
eral-conservative FDP and the 
conservative CDU-CSU. They 
have blocked further inquiries 
into the NSU murders in Hesse 
and boosted the automotive 
industry in Baden-Wurttem-
berg.

At a federal level, under the 
leadership of Annalena Bae-
rbock and Robert Habeck, 
they talk of “radical realism”, 
“pragmatism”, and fiscal re-

sponsibility. Their environ-
mental pledges are meek and 
focused on the market in car-
bon. They do support a €12 
minimum wage and the grad-
ual implementation of the 30-
hour work week and universal 
basic income. How much of 
that agenda will survive coali-
tion talks is another question.

The Scottish Greens have 
now gone into government 
coalition with the Scottish Na-
tional Party (SNP), with few 
concessions on environmen-
tal or social policy beyond a 
vague commitment to rent 
controls. They won no conces-
sions over North Sea oil and 
gas, and the new Scottish gov-
ernment looks likely to grant 
licenses to expand drilling to 
new fields.

The Greens’ “green new 
deal” is reduced to tinkering 
with extra subsidies. Right-
wing Scottish Labour Party 
leader Anas Sarwar felt com-
fortable to attack the Greens 
from the left for selling out 
environmental and social jus-
tice principles for a promise 
of a second referendum, and 
becoming a nationalist B team 
for whom any other principle 
whether green or social dem-
ocratic is secondary.

In England and Wales, the 
Greens have no prospect of 
government posts. With the 
shift of the Labour party to the 
right under Starmer you would 
think that even on the most op-
portunist calculation it would 
be a no-brainer for the Green 
Party to flex its social demo-
cratic and radical muscles. Not 
so.

During the Brexit impasse of 
2018-2019 it stood back from 
a fight for a Corbyn-led minor-
ity government, which would 
have been the only real route 
to have stopped the Hard 
Brexit or get a second referen-
dum. It went along with fan-
tasies about a grand coalition 
with Change UK and pro-Eu-
ropean Tories without Corbyn.

The Greens had been quite 
good on issues like trans rights, 
but over the last few years 
there has been backsliding: a 
growing alignment between 
elements in the Green lead-
ership and “Gender Critical 
feminists”. The Greens are now 
attempting to appeal to peo-

ple leaving the Labour Party 
over its support for reform of 
the Gender Recognition Act.

When joint leaders Siân 
Berry and Jonathan Bartley 
stepped down, Berry cited 
the party’s “mixed messages” 
over trans rights as a factor. 
The Green’s Executive has 
promoted an anti trans rights 
spokesperson, Shahrar Ali. 

In the leadership race now 
on, the favourites are the self 
described moderates Carla 
Denyer and Adrian Ramsay. 
On the ground Green Party 
councillors are often quite 
conservative. In 16 councils 
the Greens are part of the rul-
ing group. They are not against 
coalitions with Tories and Lib-
Dems against Labour.

Denyer’s and Ramsay’s main 
opponents in the leadership 
race, Amelia Womack and Tam-
sin Omond, are more oriented 
to protests and movements 
like Extinction Rebellion, but 
their official candidate state-
ment doesn’t mention trade 
unions or workers’ rights, or 
make any explicit criticism of 
what Greens have been doing 
in local councils.

There are many good activ-
ists and committed trade un-
ionists who either are in Green 
Parties or vote Green. But 
these parties are not an answer 
to the climate emergency or to 
the need for a workers’ party.

Generally, left Green Party 
activists do not aim at trans-
forming the Green Parties into 
left parties. Coalition deals 
and cross-class rainbow poli-
tics are in these parties’ DNA; 
so instead aim at convincing 
left-wingers and trade union-
ists that rainbow coalition are 
a nicer home than the faction 
fights in Labour or being in-
volved in extra-parliamentary 
protest movements. □

By Mohan Sen

Morrisons, the UK’s fourth 
largest supermarket, 

with over 120,000 workers, is 
cutting sick pay for those who 
need to self-isolate if they 
have not been vaccinated.

Despite Morrisons saying 
they will make exceptions, the 
announcement has sparked 
outrage — particularly be-
cause the chain’s chief exec-
utive has been open about 
their cost-cutting motivation.

Justifying the cut, chief ex-
ecutive David Potts cited the 
“biblical costs of managing 
Covid” and other increased 
costs facing the company. 

Morrisons’ profits have 
fallen, but they were still £105 
million in the six months to 1 

August. It is due to be sold 
next month for at least £7 bil-
lion. 

The main shop workers’ 
union, USDAW, seems not 
to have commented. Unite, 
which organises among Mor-
risons’ warehouse and dis-
tribution workers, has rightly 
urged people to get vacci-
nated but opposed bosses 
being able to dictate, while 
emphasising that workers 
need economic support for 
self-isolation. 

Seeking to increase the 
powers of management so 
they can shore up profits, this 
cut may actually undermine 
safety, if workers who cannot 
or are determined not to get 
vaccinated feel unable to iso-
late due to lack of support. □
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Winning justice for the Palestinians
By Dale Street

Part one of this article, in Solidarity 605 
(bit.ly/pal-world), described the “Pales-
tine Refugee” status and life for Pales-
tinians in Gaza, the West Bank, Syria, 
and Lebanon.

In Jordan most of the three million or 
so Palestinians living in the country 

(when not working abroad) have Jor-
danian nationality – Jordan does not 
abide by Arab League Resolution 1547 
– and are integrated into Jordanian so-
cial and economic life.

But recent years have seen an increas-
ing number of Palestinians deprived of 
Jordanian citizenship (although only a 
small proportion of the overall Pales-
tinian population) on often arbitrary 
grounds and with no right of appeal.

Elections laws adopted in 1993 also 
discriminate against Palestinians. The 
laws diluted representation from the 
cities (where most Palestinians live) 
in favour of representation from rural 
areas (the base of the monarchy’s 
non-Palestinian support).

Nearly 2.5 million of the country’s 
Palestinian population are registered 
with UNRWA as Palestine Refugees. 
But only 18% live in refugee camps 
(now effectively poor city suburbs with 
some UNRWA services, rather than “tra-
ditional” refugee camps), the lowest 
proportion of in any of UNRWA’s areas 
of operations.

Many Jordanian Palestinians work 
abroad. Prior to the first Gulf War, for 
example, most of the 400,000 Palestin-
ians working in Kuwait were Jordanian. 
Half were expelled by the Iraqi occupa-
tion, and half by the restored Kuwaiti 
monarchy, resulting in a 30% increase 
in the unemployment rate for Jorda-
nian Palestinians.

Jordan is also “home” to around 
170,000 “ex-Gazan” Palestinians and 
their descendants, victims of the 1967 
war, and around 20,000 Palestinians 
who have fled the fighting in Syria.

These Palestinians are not granted 
Jordanian citizenship and live in similar 
conditions to Palestinians in other Arab 
states.

They are denied free education, 
banned from entering professions such 
as law and engineering (which require 
Jordanian citizenship), cannot buy or 
sell property, are banned from entering 
Jordanian cities (in the case of Palestin-
ians who have fled Syria), and are three 
times more likely than other Jordanian 
Palestinians to be living in poverty.

Most estimates of Egypt’s Palestinian 
population vary between 50,000 and 

75,000, although some give a figure of 
250,000. Most of the first generation 
of these Palestinians arrived (or were 
already in the country but unable to re-
turn) after the wars of 1948, 1956 and 
1967.

Egypt
Palestinians in Egypt, including those 
who meet the definition of a Pales-
tine Refugee, receive no support from 
UNRWA. The Egyptian authorities do 
not allow UNRWA to operate in the 
country (nor the UNHCR, the main UN 
refugee agency).

Under Nasser Palestinians were 
treated as virtually the equals of Egyp-
tians (albeit with no right to Egyptian 
citizenship). But this changed, for the 
worse, as relations between the Egyp-
tian government and various factions 
of the PLO worsened in the 1970s.

Egypt is now the only Arab state 
which requires Palestinians to regu-
larly renew, and pay for, their residence 
status. A re-entry visa must also be 
obtained, and paid for, before travel 
abroad. With few exceptions, any Pal-
estinian who spends more than six 
months outside of Egypt loses their 
residency rights.

Palestinians who had fled the 1948 
war were initially banned from working. 
Work would “make the Palestinians for-
get their homeland” claimed the then 
Egyptian Prime Minister. Under Nasser 
this policy was dropped and Palestini-
ans were given the right to work.

But since the legislation of 1978 
which redefined Palestinians as foreign-
ers, Palestinians are barred from work-
ing in the public sector. Private sector 
employers need to obtain work permits 
to employ Palestinians, and legislation 
restricts the number of foreigners in 
any company to 10%.

From 1978 onwards Palestinians were 
also banned from attending public 

(state) schools, fees for university stud-
ies were introduced for Palestinians, 
and restrictions imposed on which uni-
versity faculty they could attend (if they 
could afford to attend university at all).

And since 1978 Palestinians in Egypt 
have been barred from owning build-
ings and land, although, like other for-
eigners, Palestinians can be minority 
partners in Egyptian-run landowning 
partnerships.

Laws passed in 1963 banned for-
eigners from owning land but made 
an exception for Palestinians “until the 
Palestinian territories are liberated from 
the occupiers and Palestinians return 
to their homeland.” That exception was 
annulled by the 1978 legislation.

Israel
Officially, the nearly two million Pales-
tinian citizens of Israel (around 16% of 
whom self-define as Israeli Arabs rather 
than as Israeli Palestinians) enjoy equal-
ity with its Jewish citizens.

In practice, they suffer discrimination 
in a variety of forms, and have done so 
ever since the creation of Israel. For the 
first 18 years of the state’s existence 
they were subject to martial law, unlike 
Israel’s Jewish population.

According to Adalah, the Legal Cen-
tre for Arab Minority Rights in Israel, 
there are currently 65 Israeli laws that 
discriminate against Israeli Palestinians 
and Palestinians in the West Bank.

Estimates of the poverty rate among 
Israeli Palestinians range from 36% to 
50%, around twice as high as among Is-
raeli Jews. The unemployment rate for 
Israeli Palestinian males is also twice as 
high as for Israeli Jewish males.

Since 1948 some 900 new towns in-
habited by Jewish populations have 
been built, but not a single one for 
the country’s Palestinians. Although 
the latter account for about 20% of 
the country’s population, only 1.7% of 

state funds for local government are 
allocated to areas with predominantly 
Palestinian populations. Likewise only 
1% of Israel’s Health Ministry spend-
ing is allocated for the development of 
healthcare facilities in predominantly 
Palestinian areas. And average state 
spending on a Palestinian school stu-
dent is only 20% of spending on a Jew-
ish school student.

Relative state spending on Palestinian 
areas has increased recently; the num-
ber of Palestinians in “mixed cities” like 
Haifa has risen; and Arab numbers in 
Israeli universities have increased from 
almost zero in the 1950s to 17% of all 
undergraduate students by 2019; “eth-
nic” identification has been removed 
from Israeli identity cards since 2015; 
but the second-class status of the Isra-
el’s Palestinian minority was underlined 
by the Basic Law of 2018.

This defined Israel as “the nation state 
of the Jewish people”, and defined 
Hebrew as its official language (while 
Arabic, formerly the country’s second 
official language, was downgraded to 
a language with “special status”). Offi-
cial use of Arabic was slight in the early 
years, and has increased since 2000, 
but that may change. The 2018 Law ac-
corded Jews a unique right to national 
self-determination, and tasked the gov-
ernment to promote Jewish settlement 
in Israel “as a national interest”.

Palestinian solidarity campaigns, 
Palestinian organisations and Arab 
governments raise the slogan of the 
“right of return” as the solution to the 
Israel-Palestine conflict and the fate of 

Pic: Juliane Kravik 

A Palestinian refugee camp in the West Bank
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Winning justice for the Palestinians
the Palestinian diaspora. More often 
than not, the “right of return” is pack-
aged as simply being the implementa-
tion of Resolution 194 adopted by the 
UN General Assembly in December of 
1948, clause 11 of which stated:

“Refugees wishing to return to their 
homes and live at peace with their 
neighbours should be permitted to do 
so at the earliest practicable date, and 
compensation should be paid for the 
property of those choosing not to re-
turn and for loss of or damage to prop-
erty.”

Clause 11 also provides the basis 
for the existence of UNRWA. Its role 
is to provide support, assistance and 
protection to Palestine Refugees (and 
other displaced Palestinians and their 
descendants) until clause 11 has been 
implemented and the Palestine Refu-
gees have been able to return.

Ironically, when the General Assem-
bly voted on Resolution 194, all six 
member-states of the Arab League 
voted against the Resolution. Palestin-
ian organisations also uniformly cam-
paigned against its adoption.

Their reason for doing so was that al-
though the Resolution did not actually 
mention Israel, it implicitly recognised 
Israel’s right to exist as an independent 
state. But this ran counter to the denial-
ism of the Arab governments and Pal-
estinian organisations.

The Stalinist states also voted against 
the Resolution – it was passed by 35 
votes to 15, with eight abstentions – but 
for very different reasons. At the time 
of the vote, Stalin’s policy was still to be 
pro-Israel.

Moreover, clause 11 of the Resolution 
referred to refugees from the conflict 
in general, not specifically Palestinian 
refugees. Nor did the Resolution as a 
whole even mention Israel.

The war was still underway in Decem-
ber of 1948 and Jews had suffered ex-
pulsions as well, although on a smaller 
scale than Palestinians (as a result of 
Jewish military successes). 20,000 Jews 
had been expelled by Arab militias, 
for example, from Hebron, Jerusalem, 
Jenin and Gaza.

Resolution 194 was a comprehensive 
attempt to lay down conditions for an 
end to the conflict then underway, in-
cluding proposals (in clause 11) to deal 
with the refugee question, both Pales-
tinian and Jewish.

Only in later years – although Arab 
League member-states changed their 
position as early as 1949, after they had 
failed to destroy Israel militarily – did 
Resolution 194 come to be “reduced” 
to clause 11. The clause itself also came 

to be portrayed as applying solely to 
Palestinian refugees, with no reference 
made to the hundreds of thousands of 
Jews expelled from Arab countries in 
the years following 1948.

Any resolution of the Israel-Palestine 
conflict must include a resolution of the 
refugee question. That must include 
compensation for properties lost dur-
ing the 1948 war and some element of 
“return”.

Lausanne
At the Lausanne Conference of 1949 
Israel was prepared to agree to the re-
turn of 100,000 refugees, although the 
offer was subsequently withdrawn. At 
the Camp David Summit of 2000 Israel 
again proposed the figure of 100,000 
returnees.

But 70 years of invocations of the 
“right of return” have achieved noth-
ing – other than to provide a pretext for 
Arab states, with the partial exception 
of Jordan, to deny Palestinian refugees 
and their descendants the most basic 
rights: to work, to travel, to enjoy an ed-
ucation, to live in decent accommoda-
tion, and to acquire citizenship.

Even on a pragmatic level the de-
nial of basic rights to Palestinians in 
the name of helping to preserve their 
Palestinian identity – albeit at their ex-
pense – does not “work”.

The gross discrimination suffered by 
Palestinians in Arab states has led to 
Palestinians concealing their national 
identity in an attempt to evade that dis-
crimination.

The past 70 years, especially recent 
years, have seen a drastic worsening of 
the situation of the Palestinian diaspora 
in the Middle East.

Palestinians in Egypt were welcome 
under Nasser but are now discrimi-
nated against as foreigners. Palestini-
ans in Syria enjoyed a panoply of civic 
rights but are now subject to collective 
punishment (for Hamas’s support for 
anti-regime rebels).

Since 1967 Palestinian refugees ar-
riving in Jordan have not been granted 
citizenship, and in 1988 Jordanian 
citizenship was withdrawn from Pales-
tinians living in the West Bank. In the 
Lebanon conditions in the camps con-
tinue to deteriorate, especially for Pal-
estinians who have fled Syria.

80% of Palestinians resident in Kuwait 
were expelled in the early 1990s. Some 
30,000 Palestinians were expelled from 
Libya in the mid-1990s, in the name of 
building a new Palestinian homeland. 
Gaddafi said: “The Zionist plan is to 
create a Palestine without Palestinians. 
Other Arab countries are taking part 

in this Zionist plan by allowing the Pal-
estinians to stay in their land.” Gaddafi 
called on all Arab states to expel all Pal-
estinians.

Since 2003 thousands of Palestinians 
in Iraq – seen as a group favoured by 
Sadam Hussein – have fled the country 
to escape growing discrimination and 
physical attacks on their home neigh-
bourhoods.

Blockade
Conditions for Palestinians in the Gaza 
Strip continue to worsen because of the 
Israeli-Egyptian blockade. Ongoing Is-
raeli settler expansion in the West Bank 
brings with it even greater repression 
of Palestinians there. And in Israel itself 
the recent welcome upsurge of politi-
cal self-assertion by Palestinian Israelis 
has come alongside an unprecedented 
rise of inter-communal violence.

Taken literally, the “right of return” 
does not actually mean anything.

What existed in pre-partition Pales-
tine in 1948 simply no longer exists (in-
cluding Mandatory Palestine itself). In 
fact, Israel has been transformed over 
the past 70 years even more than most 
countries in the world.

The socio-economic transformation 
of what is now the “Palestine Refugee” 
population has also been drastic. In 
1948 most of the refugees were peas-
ants. As they moved to refugee camps 
most of them became, and most of 
them are today, urbanised. “Returning” 
to being peasants could not be pro-
gress.

And no Palestine Refugee under 
the age of 73 can “return”... to some-
where they have never been. Today it 
is the fourth and fifth generations of 
descendants of the 1948 refugees who 
are being registered as Palestine Refu-
gees.

In the Ein El Hilweh refugee camp 
in the Lebanon, for example, different 
sections are named after the towns and 
villages from which the camp’s original 
residents came. But 97% of the camp’s 
current residents have never set foot in 
those villages. And what is now “there” 
is in almost all cases very different from 
what the other 3% remember as “there”.

Yearnings for a disappeared “there” 
help not at all with the wall and check-
points which the Lebanese authorities 
have in recent years put round the 
camp; with the huge unemployment 
rate in the camp; and with those in the 
camp who want to live as part of a Pal-
estinian nation with its own territory 
and state and are blocked from doing 
so.

And also partly in the sense that the 

“return” of some six million Palestinians 
to Israel would mean the dissolution of 
independent statehood by the world’s 
biggest Jewish community. (In fact that 
dissolution is what some campaigners 
for “return” explicitly seek).

The original Palestinian refugees of 
1948 suffered a major injustice. They 
and their descendants have continued 
to suffer major injustices ever since. 
Those injustices are getting worse over 
time. They need:

• Equal rights where they live
• The right for those who wish to re-

assemble as a national community in 
compact territory of their own, i.e. a real 
independent Palestinian state along-
side Israel

• Compensation and aid.
But empty posturing about the “right 

of return” on the basis of a misinter-
pretation and misrepresentation of a 
clause in a UN Resolution passed some 
70 years ago will only perpetuate the 
injustices for future generations of Pal-
estinians.

Without doubt, the major obstacle 
to peace and a resolution of the “ref-
ugee question” in the Middle East has 
been Israeli policies (i.e. the policies 
pursued by successive governments, 
not its existence). But the Arab states’ 
policies towards the Palestinians have 
also been a large part of it.

Seventy years of demanding the 
“right of return” has done nothing to 
clear the way for a lasting peace, and 
has helped perpetuate rather than re-
solve the fate of the 1948 Palestinian 
refugees and their descendants. □
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DSA tries to adjust to the Biden era
By Simon Nelson

The 2021 Democratic Socialists of 
America (DSA) Convention was 

held online from 30 July to 8 August. 
With 94,000 members — it has grown 
fast since 2015 — the DSA is the largest 
socialist organisation in the USA since 
the Socialist Party led by Eugene Debs 
at the beginning of the 20th century.

We covered the 2019 Convention at 
bit.ly/dsa-2019.

Since the organisation was effec-
tively refounded in 2016, DSA mem-
bers are now typically in their twenties 
or thirties rather than fifties and sixties. 
Around 10,000 DSA members belong 
to a union, with a concentration in ed-
ucation and public sector unions. Fig-
ures given at the convention suggest 
that the organisation remains predom-
inantly white.

DSA has transformed itself in the 
last five year from a small organisation 
dominated by direct disciples of Mi-
chael Harrington, the major DSA theo-
rist and writer to his death in 1989, to 
a body with a wide range of political 
views, different organised tendencies, 
and 207 chapters across the country.

Over 1200 delegates debated mo-
tions, organisational priorities, and 
constitutional changes to the DSA 
structure. Guest speakers included Jer-
emy Corbyn of the Labour Party and 
Dilma Rousseff of the Workers Party of 
Brazil.

Platform and amendments
The DSA adopted a new political plat-
form. It probably reflects the dominant 
left-reformist approach of most DSA 
members, but, as the left-wing Reform 
and Revolution caucus notes, it moves 
in a positive direction beyond from 
the oft-cited view that socialism is in-
creased welfare provision and state in-
vestment.

Amendments that would have com-
mitted the DSA more clearly to a “rup-
ture” with capitalism did not make it 
onto the convention floor.

DSA growth has “slowed to a trickle” 
since the election of Joe Biden as US 
President. It also seems to have slid 
closer to the Democrats and away from 
an orientation to intervention in work-
places and communities. Members 
reported a frustration with apparent 
sluggishness and a slow pace of activ-
ity.

Previously the DSA’s rapid growth has 
allowed conventions to avoid much 
discussion of strategy. The election of 
Biden, the pandemic, and the slow-
down in DSA growth have made more 
members want that debate, but the 
convention didn’t have it.

On DSA’s political orientation to elec-
tions, a joint resolution from the three 
largest caucuses within DSA, Bread 
and Roses, Socialist Majority, and the 

Collective Power Network, “Towards 
a Mass Party”, took a step back from 
commitment to an independent elec-
toral voice for DSA and explicit refer-
ence to a break with the Democrats. It 
said: “DSA will continue its successful 
approach of tactically contesting parti-
san elections on the Democratic ballot 
line while building power independent 
of the Democratic party apparatus”; so, 
no independent candidacies for now 
except in compulsorily “non-partisan” 
elections like Chicago City Council.

Some of the debates on that resolu-
tion and amendments can be read on-
line at bit.ly/1-elec and bit.ly/2-elec.

Some caucuses have identified this 
2021 resolution as part of a shift to 
the right, but it reflects the reality of 
the DSA in recent years. In 2017 DSA 
candidates in US elections were often 
running as independents or on the 
Green Party ticket. Now many more 
DSA members are running, and as 
Democrats and often with no mention 
of being DSA members.

Some have succeeded in Democrat 
primaries, but in some high-profile 
recent races DSA members have lost 
out to establishment Democrats. The 
argument for the primacy of the Dem-
ocrat-primary route seems on shakier 
ground.

The left in DSA was pleased that 
around 43% voted for an amendment 
proposed by individuals within the 
Bread & Roses caucus for a more se-
rious “dirty break” strategy. The advo-
cates of a “clean break” like Socialist 
Alternative and Tempest are in a much 
smaller minority again. There remain 
differences as to the relationship DSA 
should have to Bernie Sanders and 
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, but only a 
small minority believe the DSA should 
not endorse them at all. 

The convention voted on about 40 
resolutions and elected a new National 
Political Committee (NPC). Fewer can-
didates stood for the NPC than in the 
last three conventions, partly because 
of an apparent scandal which led to 
some candidates dropping out.

Voted-on changes to how the DSA 
operates included providing stipends 
for members of the NPC and assisting 
with the creation of more local offices 
and staff. From a distance, I can’t judge 
the importance of those changes. 
Larger constitutional changes like mak-
ing it easier to recall a conference and 
electing the National Director were 
defeated, or did not make it onto the 
agenda for voting.

International
Debate on the DSA’s international work 
highlighted the growing influence 
within it these days of an “anti-imperial-
ist” orientation which is quite explicitly 
pro-”Second-Camp”, i.e. aligned with 
the “camp” of states and movements 
opposed to the USA in world politics, 
on the model of the alignment of many 
leftists with the USSR and its allies dur-
ing the Cold War. The earlier DSA was 
defined by mild social-democratic 
orientations with a species of “Third 
Camp” outlook.

The debate was focused on Resolu-
tion 14, which aligned the DSA with all 
“mass parties of the left” in Latin Amer-
ica, implicitly including the ruling party 
in Venezuela. Its most vocal opponents 
backed Resolution 17.

Shortly before the convention, the 
DSA international committee, led by 
people with strongly “Second Camp” 
politics, organised and fundraised for 
a trip to Venezuela where they were 
wined and dined by the ruling PSUV 
party and had a personal meeting with 

Nicolas Maduro. They made no attempt 
to meet with independent unions or 
with left or women’s opposition groups.

The trip polarised the issue more 
clearly in DSA. Criticism from group-
ings like Internationalism from Below 
still, however, in my view, lacks real po-
litical clarity. Dan La Botz has discussed 
some of the issues relating to this in an 
interview with Solidarity. Other contri-
butions can be found at bit.ly/d-la-b 
and bit.ly/t-sol.

In the run-up to the Convention, dele-
gates voted to put Resolution 14 on the 
“consent agenda”, meaning it would be 
voted on with no debate. Only a minor-
ity voted either way on the “consent 
agenda” proposal, but it passed. After 
a social-media-led push, the Resolution 
was debated, but only for ten minutes.

It passed, so the DSA will apply to join 
the Sao Paolo Forum and will orientate 
to the so-called Pink Tide governments 
and parties across Latin America.

Resolution 17 was in my view weak as 
a basis to build a “Third Camp” or “an-
ti-campist” orientation; but just over a 
third of delegates voted against Reso-
lution 14. That is a sizeable minority on 
which to build.

The DSA grew during the large BLM 
demonstrations, but organised DSA 
contingents on those demonstrations 
were few and far between. Many DSA 
members are concerned about a lack 
of coordinated DSA activity outside of 
elections.

Labour movement
DSA passed just one resolution on la-
bour organising at this convention. It 
has yet to clarify what it thinks about 
the relationship of unions to the Dem-
ocratic party and whether it is for a rank 
and file organising strategy, or just gen-
erally pro-union without an orientation 
towards rank-and-file organising rather 
than to (for example) getting paid 
union organiser jobs.

The politics of the convention re-
flected the DSA activist layer, a minor-
ity in the 94,000 membership. More 
than 70% of resolutions came from the 
various DSA “caucuses”, some of which 
are entirely dominant in some chapters 
and absent in others. That was up from 
around 40 percent in 2019.

The running of the convention was 
somewhat chaotic, with multiple differ-
ent channels and online forums having 
responsibility for different areas. No 
doubt running a big convention online 
is unavoidably complicated, but some 
of the opacity worked to frustrate mi-
norities or to sideline political debate in 
favour of internal wrangling over dele-
gate entitlements or length of sessions.

DSA still remains the most important 
organisation of socialists in the United 
States. It needs Marxists within it to or-
ganise in a clear and compact way to 
realise its potential. □
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A balance sheet of “Corbynism”
By Andrew Coates 

A review of the booklet Corbynism: 
what went wrong? See other views, and 
order the booklet, workersliberty.org/
corbynism.

Just over a year after Jeremy Corbyn 
was elected, in September 2016, 

the new Labour leader addressed 
the Burston Strike Rally in Norfolk. 
Reminded of this by a “social media 
snippet” I wonder how many people 
remember what the Islington MP actu-
ally said. The Internet informs us that he 
spoke of social justice, workers’ rights 
and opposed austerity.

By contrast it is not hard at all to recall 
the enthusiasm and warmth with which 
Corbyn was greeted by East Anglian 
trade unionists, pensioners, social-
ists. Or the new, often, young, people 
who came on our coach from Suffolk. 
That backing was reflected during the 
General Election in 2017 when people 
would speak to campaigners about 
their backing for Labour. Sandy Martin 
was elected Labour MP for Ipswich, tak-
ing the seat back from the Tories with a 
majority of 831.

Bringing us down to earth Martin 
Thomas, observes, “In the 2017 mani-

festo, the words ‘socialist’ or ‘socialism’ 
were not used at all; in the 2019 man-
ifesto, ‘socialism’ appeared once, and 
not to state an aim, rather to describe 
what already exists in the NHS”.

Early on in What Went Wrong Thomas 
further notes, “Corbyn rarely uses the 
word ‘socialist’, but he has commented 
on Chavez’s Venezuela, Evo Morales’s 
Bolivia, and Castro’s Cuba as if they are, 
more or less, models of a future society. 
That model of a future society is one to 
which workers in a country like Britain 
could never be won.”

This is a criticism of the “foreign pol-
icy” Corbyn project that was made by 
some on the left already wary of these 
countries’ socialist claims. It could be 
said to be a reflection on 1960s/70s 
“third worldism” which backed a variety 
of post-colonial states, in Africa, aligned 

at the time with the Soviet Union, as well 
as Communist Party led countries such 
as Vietnam, which have not created any 
form of socialist society. Drawing up a 
balance sheet of “Corbynism”, the years 
when Jeremy Corbyn was the leader of 
the Labour Party, is an important task.

Machinations
Martin Thomas offers a clear and valua-
ble insight into the workings of the bod-
ies that sustained the Corbyn project. 
This ranges a detailed account of the 
workings, and the democratic deficit of 
Momentum, which became a Corbyn 
“defence guard”. This he states became 
a “virtual” (web-based) centrally run 
structure axed around a “charismatic” 
Leader, which reminds this reviewer 
of some European political organisa-
tions, such as La France Insoumise (LFI) 
of Jean-Luc Mélenchon. All that seems 
to remain of their “left populism” and 
“social movement” is a loathing, shared 
by many others on the Corbyn left, of a 
new “enemy”: Keir Starmer.

The more widely known influence of 
key Labour advisers, the “Stalinist-herit-
age” Seamus Milne, Andrew Milne and 
Steve Howell, were all from the Com-
munist Party, Straight Left background, 
and very pro-Brexit. If there was trade 
union influence it was from “top of-
ficials” and leaders, such as Len Mc-
Cluskey of Unite. With these figures at 
the centre Labour had no “interaction” 
with “workplace struggle”. Still less did 
he help with “rebuilding of the labour 
movement at the base, both ideologi-
cally and in organisation in workplaces 

and neighbourhoods.” It is, neverthe-
less, hard to see how Labour on is own 
could recreate a powerful union move-
ment when economic change has un-
derlined the basis for mass trade union 
struggles outside of the public sector.

What Went Wrong agrees with many 
commentators that Labour made a 
mess of Brexit. Since the Leader and 
key parts of his Office (LOTO) were glad 
that Britain voted Leave it was hardly 
likely that they would do otherwise. 
Conference manoeuvring blocked any 
clear call to oppose the Hard Right 
Brexit and fight for a new referendum.

Corbyn was unable to deal with anti-
semitism, and responded with “passive 
aggression” to any charges. “He him-
self had been ‘an anti-racist all his life’. 
Ergo, no real problem. He was unable, 
or more likely unwilling, to recognise 
that some of the ‘political antisemites’ 
considered themselves the best an-
ti-racists and anti-fascists….” That this 
response is awry had fed the present 
impasse on the issue. There are those, 
out of bad faith, only too willing to tar 
all critics of Israel with the “antisemitic” 
brush. The present purge of Labour, 
with its multiple injustices, is a shabby 
and counterproductive response to 
these political problems.

In what could be called a digression 
Martin Thomas criticises the Editor of 
Chartist magazine for his observations 
on the Trotskyist “obsession with the 
Russian Revolution”. Mike Davis has 
argued that building revolutionary par-
ties is unimportant when radical left 
objectives might be achieved through 
existing left mass parties. Perhaps if the 
AWL could show examples of mass 
revolutionary parties in the present 
day that indicate that Davis has placed 
his wager on the wrong horse. If Cor-
bynism, JC4PM, did not win, surely a 
serious reform-minded Labour govern-
ment was worth campaigning for?

To get an idea of our present difficul-
ties, hard-right Tom Hunt won Ipswich 
in 2021 with a majority of 5,479. □

We have decided to put our Work-
ers’ Liberty conference planned 

for 27-28 November back to April 
2022.

We had our last conference, on 
24-25 April, online. We managed well, 
considering, but decided to schedule 
a next conference in-person sooner 
than we otherwise would, in Novem-
ber 2021. The success of the vaccine 
drive made that seem workable.

The Delta variant has upset our cal-
culations. It can spread even with high 
vaccination, though that vaccination 
keeps death tolls much lower than 
before.

The two weeks since schools re-
started have seen, contrary to pre-
dictions, a slight fall in cases together 
with an increase in testing. The sea-
sonal pattern of viruses, increased 
time indoors, and fading of voluntary 
Covid precautions, make a new rise of 
cases probable soon.

Maybe the rise will remain modest 
over winter. We don’t know. There is 

a serious chance that it will be severe 
enough to make the in-person con-
ference difficult. We ran our summer 
school in July as a “hybrid” event, half 
in-person, half online, but that model 
wouldn’t work for a conference.

Better to make a decision now than 
throw our plans out of gear halfway 
through the pre-conference discus-
sions. Better an in-person conference 
a bit later than another online one a 
bit earlier.

A number of local Workers’ Liberty 
groups have been meeting in-person 
for some time, with precautions. We 
will extend those meetings in-person 
until a big worsening of Covid condi-
tions makes them unviable. For those 
meetings we can change our plans 
from one week to the next. For our 
conference we need plans well in ad-
vance.

We will use the already-booked 
weekend of 27-28 November to plan 
a political event, online or hybrid. 
Watch this space. □

Workers’ Liberty conference 
moved to April 2022

Our videos!
Watch Workers’ Liberty’s videos and playlists, and subscribe to our youtube 

channel! Many have subtitles. Playlists include:
• The State, Crime, Prisons, and Police
• Socialist Feminism
• Black Lives Matter
• Socialist commentary on the Covid-19 crisis
• ABCs of Marxism, an introductory series
• An introduction to Marx’s Capital, in 19 parts, with Martin Thomas 
• Tubeworker/Off The Rails, videos by the producers of the bulletins □

Watch, subscribe, like, comment and share: youtube.com/c/WorkersLibertyUK

Book review
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The Covid winter and the Tories’ bias
By Martin Thomas

So far the USA has donated 77 mil-
lion vaccines doses to Covax, the 

WHO-backed Covid-jabs scheme for 
poorer countries. Britain has donated 
five million, France four million, other 
countries few.

China has donated over 20 million 
jabs, mostly direct country-to-country 
as part of gaining influence.

The figures look large. They are to-
kens on the scale of the six billion jabs 
given so far, the 30 million being given 
each day, and the billions needed in 
the next few months to stem the deaths 
(nearly 10,000 counted each day, offi-
cially 4.5 million counted so far, proba-
bly in fact 15 million).

The world vaccination rate is still only 

about 0.4 jabs per 100 people per day, 
and Africa’s rate, 0.1. A fast vaccination 
drive, like Cambodia’s currently, gets 
up to 1.0 per 100 per day.

The first answer is a drive to build 
vaccine production and distribution 
facilities. Big Pharma should be forced 
to hand over technical know-how free 
of cost, or, better, be expropriated out-
right and converted to a global public 
service.

At present Pfizer is selling its jabs at 
an 80% profit margin.

Even if we could win that political 
battle tomorrow, there would still be 
supply shortages for a while. Those 
shortages countermand rejoicing 
about the British government’s deci-
sion to plan single doses for 12-15 year 
olds in good health, and booster doses 
for older people in good health.

The Joint Committee on Vaccination 
and Immunisation (JCVI), a committee 
of scientific advisers, reported that for 
healthy 12-15s “the health benefits 

from vaccination are marginally greater 
than the potential known harms”.

A 12-15 year old offered a jab would 
be wise to take it. It does not follow that 
it would be wise to organise a whole 
immediate jabs plan for the age group, 
with unavoidable implication of not 
doing some other things.

The JCVI passed the decision to the 
Chief Medical Officers, who decided 
that the additional benefit from jabs of 
fewer days off school was decisive.

But even that benefit is marginal and 
speculative compared to the life-sav-
ing benefit of jabs for elderly and frail 
people, and health workers, in poorer 
countries.

The government is also moving to 
third “booster” jabs for all over-50s. 
One scientific survey has found no 
clear advantage from “boosters” at this 
stage; another, from statistics in Israel, 
where “boosters” were first given, rates 
the advantage higher. I don’t know.

The government’s bias is to use the 

extra jabs as a cheaper and easier way 
of reducing the likely autumn-winter 
Covid surge than renewed restrictions 
(even of a limited sort, as between 17 
May and 19 July and in some European 
countries now) and the social measures 
such as Solidarity has pressed for since 
early 2020:

• Full isolation pay for all
• Workers’ control of workplace safety 

(and, in particular, a right for workers to 
impose adequate ventilation)

• Rapid expansion of NHS capacity, 
including by bringing private hospi-
tals into the NHS, and increase of NHS 
workers’ pay

• Make social care a publicly-owned 
service, with workers on NHS-level pay 
and conditions.

Worldwide, the best predictor of low 
Covid tolls (outside the countries able 
to close their borders rigidly, like New 
Zealand) is lower social inequality. □
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fight capitalism. 128 
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NHS pay: debate the options
By Alice Hazel

As I write on 14 September, 
neither Unison or the RCN 

has issued the results of their 
NHS pay consultations, which 
closed on 10 and 13 Septem-
ber respectively. The other un-
ions are still in process.

The votes are likely to indi-
cate rejection. Very few work-

ers give positive endorsement 
to the award, although there is 
a lack of confidence that any-
thing can be done. 

There are rumours of rel-
atively low turnouts, unsur-
prising given generally poor 
workplace organisation and 
limited campaigning by the 
unions nationally. Even if this 
is the case, participation will 

vary between workplaces and 
sectors. The unions will need 
to decide if the stronger areas 
can form the basis for a dis-
pute. 

Unison is currently prom-
inently featuring a “lessons 
from Northern Ireland” article 
on its website which (along-
side some awful other points) 
makes the case for selective 

targeted action, suggesting 
this is a tactic being consid-
ered centrally. We have argued 
for disaggregated ballots in 
the bigger unions, which can 
be part of a strategy to build-
ing for action.

It’s vital that union decisions 
are made democratically, with 
a clear strategy. The unions 
need to give confidence to 

health workers and lay out 
detailed campaign plans for 
union branches. Activists need 
to intervene, passing motions 
supporting a move to formal 
ballots and campaigns of 
action, linking pay to work-
load and continuing to build 
cross-union organisation on 
issues of pay, workload and 
health and safety. □

TUC congress ambles along
By Sacha Ismail

TUC Congress (online, 12-14 Sep-
tember) did not advocate clear 

policies to address the multiple emer-
gencies the working class faces — let 
alone struggles to win them.

The Congress is typically uninspir-
ing and light on engaged, democratic 
debate. Having it online, for the sec-
ond year in a row, made things worse. 
When even the Labour Party is having 
a real-world conference this month, 
the TUC decision to stay online was 
notable. At the same time, despite the 
whole thing being viewable online, 
there seemed to be little political effort 
to interest even wider layers of activists 
in the proceedings.

The most lively debate was on climate 
change, but not because delegates had 
the opportunity to vote for substantially 
different perspectives on this crucial 
issue. The only climate-focused motion 

was a composite from GMB and Pros-
pect, supported by Unite, which passed 
by about three million votes to two mil-
lion (pretty close by TUC standards). 
Much of the debate focused on the 
motion’s support for nuclear energy. As 
some speakers pointed out, the much 
wider problem is that it advocated es-
sentially not very much change at all.

Despite meeting in the midst of rows 
about social care, the Congress advo-
cated no radical vision for transforming 
the sector — certainly not a free public 
care system. The one striking proposal, 
from GMB, was the demand for a £15 
minimum wage for care workers. It re-
mains to be seen what unions will ac-
tually do about this policy, a big leap 
from current average pay, but care 
worker activists have told us they see it 
as a good step.

On many crucial issues — for instance 
housing — the Congress discussed 
nothing at all.

There was other good policy passed, 
on a range of issues — from opposing 
Network Rail’s job cuts and fighting for 
a well-funded public rail system to con-
fronting the homophobic agitation of 
the far right internationally. Importantly, 
after months of silence from the unions, 
the Congress passed policy against the 
Police Bill, including text from the Fire 
Brigades Union reaffirming policy to 
campaign for repeal of all anti-union 
laws.

However, TUC Congress policies 
often remain entirely on paper — par-
ticularly when uncongenial to the TUC 
hierarchy. In 2019 the Congress passed 
policies from the FBU on the anti-union 
laws and on public ownership of the 
banks, both of which have been com-
prehensively ignored. Speaking a few 
hours after this year’s Police Bill motion 
was passed, Welsh TUC General Secre-
tary Shavannah Taj gave the impression 
of not knowing or not wanting to know 
what delegates had demanded on the 
anti-union laws.

Even more moderate policies often 
fail to generate much campaigning. If 

the TUC did campaign, and encour-
age unions to campaign, even for the 
kind of modest demands included in 
its General Council’s statements to the 
Congress — let alone encourage indus-
trial action for them — the labour move-
ment would be in a better place.

Many speakers this year rightly em-
phasised the situation of BAME workers 
and the need for a strongly anti-racist 
labour movement; one of the General 
Council’s statement was specifically on 
this. But in the absence of strong poli-
cies, campaigns and struggles, anti-rac-
ist intentions lack impact. 

Some on the left are making noise 
about a “New Deal for Workers”. After 
several years of this idea being pro-
moted by the CWU, it remains chroni-
cally unclear what its demands actually 
are (the only union that seems to have 
tried to flesh it out is the very right-
wing USDAW). The 2019 policy on 
the anti-union laws specified that this 
demand should be incorporated into 
any New Deal campaign, but the CWU 
and others have ignored that. It seems 
there may be New Deal meetings and 
protests in the new year. Socialists and 
rank-and-file trade unionists should 
build such action and intervene into it 
with clearer demands.

Reasonably enough, many at the 
Congress wanted to celebrate trade 
unions’ recent growth. There was less 
interrogation of unions’ continued 
weakness and the huge difficulties we 
face in generating any large sustained 
revival.

Perhaps most importantly of all, the 

Congress did not seriously discuss 
current or impending workers’ strug-
gles or how to get more off the ground 
(nothing on the issue of NHS pay for in-
stance). At the more serious end of the 
discussion, proposing PCS’s motion for 
a renewed campaign on public sector 
pensions, its General Secretary Mark 
Serwotka referred to the 2011 pension 
dispute — but not to its ignominious 
abandonment.

Some of the trade union movement’s 
leadership still hopes that the election 
of a Labour government will save the 
day. Keir Starmer’s speech to TUC Con-
gress was thin indeed, but TUC General 
Secretary Frances O’Grady’s speech 
was substantially similar. Tellingly, one 
of the General Council’s statements, 
and many speakers, enthusiastically 
praised the Biden administration. One 
of Biden’s labour officials, Thea Lee, 
spoke to the Congress.

New Unite General Secretary Sha-
ron Graham is right to say, as she did 
at the Congress, that workers should 
not wait for a Labour government. 
Unfortunately she combines this with 
vagueness about industrial strategy 
and greater vagueness about what the 
labour movement should demand po-
litically, including of the Labour Party.

Graham’s election is one of various 
stirrings in the unions which could 
provide starting points for turning the 
tide. TUC Congress 2021 reaffirmed, 
once again, that serious initiatives for 
that change will need to come from 
below.□

This pamphlet remembers the 
brave workers who occupied 

their shipyard to try and save not 
just their own jobs but the jobs of 
future generations. □
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Incinerator Bottom Ash
By Emma Rickman

To comply with our permit, the 
plant must burn waste hot 

enough and long enough to en-
sure that everything is reduced to 
ashes. Once the burn has finished, 
the smouldering ash is quenched 
in waste water then sent by con-
veyor belt into the ash bay. A magnetic 
belt removes ferrous metals from the 
ash and piles them separately. The 
black-grey gravel-like substance that 
remains is known as IBA — incinerator 
bottom ash.

I’ve almost finished my apprentice-
ship, but in the meantime I’ve become 
a Compliance Technician. My job is to 
ensure that the plant complies with 
the permit issued by the Environment 
Agency, which means following all the 
laws and technical guidance on what 
the plant burns and how; limits and 
monitoring of stack emissions; bot-
tom ash, metals and air pollution con-
trol residues; waste water discharges; 
noise, smell and pests.

In the first week of my new job I get 
a phone call from the company who 
purchase the IBA, informing me that it 
is no longer of acceptable quality, and 
they are sending a wagon-load back to 
Sheffield. 

I talk firstly to the contractor and the 
operations assistants who load and 
handle the ash:

“It’s no worse than normal, I’d say 
these loads are ok.”

“But what about the unburned waste 
in the ash?”

“The company would normally take 
it. Sometimes they’d separate the un-
burned waste and return that to us, but 
not whole loads.”

The plant operators tell me they’ve 
had problems with blocked ash dis-
chargers on the night shift, which can 
cause a build-up of waste on the grate. 
If the waste isn’t spread thin enough, 
oxygen pumped beneath it can’t access 
the top layers of waste, which dampens 
the combustion. Every morning we re-
ceive a shift log from the previous day, 
and we’ve read the reports of operators 
running up and down stairs with poles 
and hooks trying to free a blockage be-
fore the fire goes out.

“We’re coming close to an Outage,” 
says N “so the boiler is not in good 
shape. We’ve got some grate bars 
missing as well, which means we have 
unwelcome air ingress and unburned 
waste falling through the riddlings – this 
also affects the furnace temperature.”

There are ongoing complaints 
about the quality and quantity of 
the waste in the pit.

“We just have too much of it!” 
says B. “It’s wet, it’s been in the 
pit a long time — there’s so much 
we don’t have room to mix it  — it’s 
starting to decompose in there 
and it just burns badly.”

I ring the company back and 
explain the plant’s problems with 
combustion.

“Tonight we don’t anticipate any 
problems with the dischargers.” I reas-
sure their technician. “We’ll take back 
the unsatisfactory load, but we don’t 
anticipate problems with tomorrow’s 
ash.” □

• Emma Rickman is an engineer in a 
combined heat and power plant

A film from Palestine
By John Cunningham

Lemon Tree, directed by Eran Riklis 
(who is Israeli) was released in 2008. 

The Palestinian widow Salma Zidane 
(played by Hiam Abbass) has only her 
lemon grove to support her. One day a 
couple move in next door and her life is 
turned upside. The new neighbours are 
Israel Navan, the Israeli Defence Minis-
ter and his wife Mira. 

The lemon grove, supposedly, poses 
a security hazard and must be cut down 
as a measure against any potential at-
tacks on the Minister. Although there is 
a possibility of financial compensation 
Salma refuses it on principle. The trees 
are fenced off and Salma is not allowed 
access but the Israelis take lemons 
when they discover they have none for 
a feast they are planning. 

Salma is determined to fight the de-

struction of her trees and she hires a 
young lawyer. Her case is rejected by 
the Military Court and she then appeals 
to the Supreme Court. Mira becomes 
sympathetic to the plight of her Pal-
estinian neighbour and her husband’s 
hardline attitude contributes to break-
ing up what is an increasingly stressed 
relationship. Mira leaves him and the 
film ends showing a wall between the 
two properties and about half the trees 
cut down. □

By Simon Nelson

At the National Executive Com-
mittee (NEC) of the public ser-

vices union Unison on 14 July, a full 
time official blocked a message of 
support to striking hospital workers 
in Israel on grounds of the union’s 
“Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions” 
(BDS) policy.

The official declared the motion 
invalid because the workers are or-
ganised by the Histadrut (the Israeli 
TUC), and Unison takes its BDS pol-
icy to rule out links with it. The So-
cialist Party, whose members moved 
the motion, points out that the lack 
of formal links should not have pre-
vented a message.

But the official got away with it, 
showing how BDS can cut across 
worker solidarity.

17% of Israel’s physicians, 24% of 
its nurses, and 47% of its pharma-
cists are Arabs.

Unison chose to review its relation-
ship with the Histadrut in 2009. A 
delegation went to Israel-Palestine in 
November 2010 and recommended 
maintaining the link. The Palestine 
General Federation of Trade Unions 
continues links with the Histadrut 
and urges other organisations to do 
likewise. But the 2010 Unison con-
ference voted to break links with the 
Histadrut. 

BDS policy in unions cuts across 
solidarity with both Palestinian and 
Jewish workers in Israel. Links, not 
boycott! □ 

BDS policy 
blocks strike 
solidarity

What we stand for

Today one class, the working class, 
lives by selling its labour power 

to another, the capitalist class, which 
owns the means of production.

Capitalists’ control over the econ-
omy and their relentless drive to in-
crease their wealth causes poverty, 
unemployment, blighting of lives by 
overwork; imperialism, environmen-
tal destruction and much else.

The working class must unite to 
struggle against the accumulated 
wealth and power of the capitalists, 
in the workplace and wider society.

The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty 
wants socialist revolution: collective 
ownership of industry and services, 
workers’ control, and a democracy 
much fuller than the present system, 
with elected representatives recall-
able at any time and an end to bu-
reaucrats’ and managers’ privileges.

We fight for trade unions and the 
Labour Party to break with “social 
partnership” with the bosses, to mil-
itantly assert working-class interests.

In workplaces, trade unions, and 
Labour organisations; among stu-

dents; in local campaigns; on the 
left and in wider political alliances 
we stand for:

• Independent working-class rep-
resentation in politics

• A workers’ government, based 
on and accountable to the labour 
movement

• A workers’ charter of trade union 
rights — to organise, strike, picket ef-
fectively, and take solidarity action

• Taxing the rich to fund good 
public services, homes, education 
and jobs for all

• Workers’ control of major indus-
tries and finance for a rapid transi-
tion to a green society

• A workers’ movement that fights 
all forms of oppression

• Full equality for women, and so-
cial provision to free women from 
domestic labour. Reproductive free-
doms and free abortion on demand. 

• Full equality for lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and trans people

• Black and white workers’ unity 
against racism

• Open borders
• Global solidarity against global 

capital — workers everywhere have 
more in common with each other 
than with their capitalist or Stalinist 
rulers

• Democracy at every level of soci-
ety, from the smallest workplace or 
community to global social organi-
sation

• Equal rights for all nations, 
against imperialists and predators 
big and small

• Maximum left unity in action, and 
full openness in debate

If you agree with us, take copies of 
Solidarity to sell — and join us! □

• workersliberty.org/join-awl

Kino Eye

Diary of an 
engineer
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By an RMT rep

Elections for the Assistant General 
Secretary and National President 

positions are currently taking place in 
the National Union of Rail, Maritime, 
and Transport workers (RMT). Support-
ers of Workers’ Liberty active in the 
union are backing Alan Pottage (AGS) 
and Sean Hoyle (National President).

The past year in RMT has seen out-
breaks of conflict within the union over 
the application of its rule book and how 
much power should be held by union 
officers and staff, as against lay bodies 
like the National Executive Committee. 
The former General Secretary Mick 
Cash retired early, following claims that 
the NEC was obstructing him. Others 
saw the issue as the unwillingness of 
Cash and others to carry out the in-
structions of the NEC, stemming from 
a culture attitude amongst a core of 
officers and staff who saw themselves 
— rather than rank-and-file members or 
lay bodies — as running the union.

Pottage and Hoyle are both stand-
ing on platforms of empowering 
rank-and-file reps and lay commit-
tees, against the drift to a more officer 
and staff-run union. Their opponents, 
Eddie Dempsey and Alex Gordon re-
spectively, have denounced criticism 
of officers as sectarian infighting and 
are promising to “support the General 
Secretary” if elected. Both Pottage and 
Hoyle have impressive track records 
of support for struggle, and both are 
long-standing advocates of greater de-
mocracy within the union. Whilst both 
are relatively standard-issue RMT left-
ists in their political orientation, includ-
ing in ways Workers’ Liberty supporters 
would dissent from (for example, op-
posing affiliation to the Labour Party), 
they are sincere socialists who see the 
horizon of socialism in terms of work-
ing-class power and an expansion of 
democracy rather than top-down stat-
ism.

Conversely, both Dempsey and Gor-

don are Stalinists. Gordon sits on the 
Executive Committee of the Commu-
nist Party of Britain, which publishes 
the Morning Star. Dempsey has made 
a number of reactionary interventions 
on various issues, including promi-
nent support for misogynistic Russian 
nationalist warlord Aleksey Mozgovoy 
(bit.ly/d-wlU); claims that Tommy Rob-
inson supporters were “right to hate” 
the “liberal left” (bit.ly/B-ll-wc); false 
claims that there was a groundswell of 
opposition to gender self-identification 
from women activists in RMT (bit.ly/ms-
gc)

Following the General Secretary 
election earlier in the year, the AGS 
and Presidential elections will be the 
second and third elections in which 
all candidates are white men. That is 
a poor reflection all round, but in this 
election, Pottage and Hoyle have at 
least spoken in support of empowering 
RMT’s self-organised equalities com-
mittees, and have a better record on 
the issue than their opponents. Whilst 
supporting Pottage, who is currently 
the appointed head of the RMT’s or-
ganising department, Workers’ Liberty 
members are also critical of a consti-
tutional arrangement that allows une-

lected officials to stand for election to 
positions within the union’s democratic 
structures.

Beyond these elections, there re-
mains an acute need to build an inde-
pendent rank-and-file network within 
the union that sees its task as compre-
hensive democratic reform and the 
radicalisation of the union’s industrial 
strategies, not merely the election of 
better individuals to positions within 
union structures. □

Background: 
• How can we improve our union? (bit.
ly/i-oU)
• The conflict in RMT. (bit.ly/c-rmt)
• After RMT GS election, organise the 
rank and file. (bit.ly/gs-rnf)

RMT elections: vote 
Pottage and Hoyle

Contact us
020 7394 8923

solidarity@workersliberty.org

Write to: 20E Tower Workshops, 
Riley Road, London, SE1 3DG

Production team: George 
Wheeler, Martin Thomas 

(editor), Sacha Ismail, Simon Nelson, 
Zack Muddle □

Forced back into 
office?

Many of our members have been 
in the workplace throughout 

the pandemic. A majority, though, 
have home-worked. We have always 
known that these members will re-
turn to the workplace some time. 
Our argument is that they should 
only do so when safe.

In September last year, the govern-
ment made a concerted push to get 
everyone back to the workplace but 
that failed. This September, the con-
cerned push has been replaced by 
an expectation that staff will return 
to the workplace for one or two days 
a week either this month or in Oc-
tober. The union is opposed to any 
moves to force staff back. 

Our outsourced members in 
Royal Parks met on 8 September to 
discuss the next steps in their fight 
for improved working conditions 
and greater parity with directly em-
ployed staff. Their decision was that, 
should the employer not meet their 
demands by the 9 September dead-
line we’d set, they would strike again. 
That deadline was not met, so those 
workers will launch a month-long 
strike throughout October.

Our ballot for our driving exam-
iner members runs from 6-24 Sep-
tember. They are resisting attempts 
to impose an increased workload on 
them, moving from seven to eight 
tests per day. In DVLA Swansea, the 
local branch is discussing how they 
want to proceed with the campaign 
there, which will include setting a 
timetable for a renewed ballot for 
industrial action.

In the Department of Business, En-
ergy, and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), 
the strike by outsourced members 
has been suspended given a new 
concession around health and safety. 
This follows improvements on pay, 
sick pay, maternity leave and annual 
leave. The strike mandate will still 
stay live for the time being.

In all these disputes, decisions 
about next steps have been taken 
directly by the workers themselves, 
in democratic meetings. This is how 
all decisions about industrial action 
should be taken throughout the la-
bour movement; the distance be-
tween the workers taking the action 
and decision-making power in the 
union structure should be minimised 
as far as possible. The Independent 
Left grouping in PCS is planning a 
branch-based democracy campaign 
to enshrine democratic principles 
such as rank-and-file control of dis-
putes more firmly in the union’s rules 
and culture. □

Get Solidarity 
every week!
Trial sub (6 issues) £7; Six months 

(22 issues) £22 waged, £11 un-
waged, €30 European rate.

Visit workersliberty.org/sub 
Or, email awl@workersliberty.org 
with your name and address, or 
phone 020 7394 8923. Standing 
order £5 a month: more to support 
our work. Forms online. □

Join Workers’ 
Liberty!
Want to be part of an organised 

long-haul collective effort to 
spread the socialist ideas you read in 
Solidarity, and to link together activ-
ities in diverse campaigns and con-
flicts around that consistent socialist 
thread? Then take some copies of 
Solidarity to sell each week, and 
contact us to discuss joining Work-
ers’ Liberty, the group that produces 
and sustains this paper. Check it out 
and contact us via workersliberty.
org/join-awl

Alan Pottage Sean Hoyle

John Moloney, 
PCS AGS (p.c)
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By Zack Muddle 

The 24 September global youth climate strike 
has the potential to help reboot the climate 

movement. It has been called by “Fridays for Fu-
ture”, the international organisation most closely 
associated with the wave of youth climate strikes 
initiated by Greta Thunberg in Sweden in 2018. 

Dubbed #UprootTheSystem, the call-out for 
this climate strike is openly left-wing and interna-
tionalist. #FridaysForFuture (FFF) are not deeply 
democratic, and assessing the turnout later this 
month is difficult.

During the pre-pandemic waves of climate 
strikes, there was deeper democracy in the UK. 
UK Student Climate Network, synonymous with 
Youth Strike 4 Climate, organised nationally, with 
real links to many local organisers. Unfortunately, 
it has now become dormant. 

FFF have a map of upcoming actions (bit.ly/
fff-map), with several red pins for strikes on 24 
September in the UK — with links, locations, and 
times. There are others organising locally which 
haven’t yet been registered. Some may be found 
on social media, others may be more under the 
radar.

In many places, people who organised and 
participated in previous climate strikes as school 
students will be joining these ones. Those who 
were in year nine in September 2019 will be in 
their last year before sixth-form college; those in 
year eleven back then, will be in their final year of 
school or college now. Others will have finished 
school, many going to university soon.

To build again in earnest, the climate strikes 
will need to bring in new layers of young people. 
The basis for such a movement exists. A survey of 
16-25 year olds across ten countries, published 

this month, found that “[r]espondents were wor-
ried about climate change (59% very or extremely 
worried, 84% at least moderately worried)... Re-
spondents rated the governmental response to 
climate change negatively and reported greater 
feelings of betrayal than of reassurance.”

A study this summer which found that 67% of 
young people want “socialism”. A summer of fires 
and floods, and the IPCC’s latest “red code for 
humanity” report, will only intensify strength of 
feelings.

It is down to climate activists, and socialist en-
vironmentalists in particular, to turn take that 
justified worry and anger, and turn that sense of 
powerlessness into a sense of agency and em-
powerment — and a drive to organise to change 
the world.

We urge activists to book the day off work, to 
join the climate strike, to take our environmen-
tal publications and petition to expropriate the 
banks. If you can find out who is organising, get 
in touch beforehand to offer support. Two years 
ago, some workplace activists took delegations 
of workers down to the climate strikes, or did 
other actions on the day, such as stalls. Despite 
on-paper policy by unions, this only happened 
when local activists took their own initiative.

One focal point for the climate strikes, interna-
tionally and especially in the UK, is COP26 com-
ing up in Glasgow in November. Hosted by a 
government which has been meeting fossil fuel 
and (currently no less damaging) biomass “op-
eratives” nine times as many times as it met its 
renewable energy counterparts, the climate con-
ference looks set to, once again, offer little be-
yond greenwash and disappointment. 

The conference, and its inadequacy, is focus-
sing attention on climate crises. Activists are mo-
bilising for it: for a “Workers’ Mobilisation Day” on 
Friday 5 November, a big demonstration in Glas-
gow on Saturday 6, and an “alternative summit” in 
person and online Sunday 7 to Wednesday 10. □

Join the youth 
climate protests 
24 September!

By Martin Thomas

The victory of left candidates for the constitu-
ency reps on Labour’s Conference Arrange-

ments Committee, announced on 13 August, 
suggests that the left, in the broadest definition, 
still has some majority in the constituencies.

The recent Unite and GMB elections have 
brought in new general secretaries who are 
ambiguous or evasive about how those unions 
should tilt their weight within Labour’s confer-
ence and National Executive Committee (NEC), 
but who yet may, given pressure from union ac-
tivists, swing left on issues.

And Unison’s NEC now has a left majority for 
the first time ever.

Workers’ Liberty activists will be working at La-
bour Party conference (25-29 Sep, Brighton) with 
Momentum Internationalists and other groups to 
maximise a visible left rearguard action, with mo-
tions, fringe meetings, and street stalls.

Unite’s Executive Committee has voted to re-
fuse to confirm Starmer’s appointee David Evans 
as general secretary. The platform will probably 
try to rush through the confirmation “on the nod”: 
much will depend on how assertive the Unite del-
egation is.

17 Constituency Labour Parties (CLPs) have 
submitted a rule change making the Parliamen-
tary Labour Party accountable to conference. A 
proposal is also tabled to remove Labour’s “three-
year rule”. Neurodivergent Labour will seek to 
refer back the National Policy Forum report.

Momentum Internationalists has motions on 
“Build Back Fairer” (social policy for the Covid 
emergency and reconstruction), climate, and Uy-
ghur rights.

144 CLPs from both left and right have submit-
ted motions for PR. PR is more democratic than 
First Past The Post, but in the focus on PR there is 
(to our mind) some escapism.

On social care as on climate, there are many 
motions, some bland, some amended to be left-
wing. We have no clear picture of how Momen-
tum, the Campaign for Labour Party Democracy, 
and Labour To Win have done with their long lists 
of recommended motions.

Young Labour has tabled a motion on Isra-
el-Palestine backing “Boycott, Divestment, and 

Sanctions” (thus cutting against links with pro-Pal-
estinian-rights groups like Standing Together in 
Israel, and support for battles by Israeli workers, 
both Jewish and Arab, organised in the Histad-
rut — see page 14). It poses the general answer 
as “return” by the scattered Palestinians to “their 
homes”, implying though not stating a reversal of 
Labour’s “two states” policy.

The Labour right has a model motion on Is-
rael-Palestine reaffirming “two states” but sug-
gesting no solidarity with forces on the grounds 
fighting for that, and oddly calling for the Hamas 
regime in Gaza to be “removed” with no indi-
cation of solidarity with democratic and secular 
forces there. A new book by Daniel Randall, Con-
fronting Antisemitism: Arguments for Socialists, 
will be released at conference, seeking to clarify 
the issues.

The conference will choose 20 policy areas to 
debate.

Since October 2020, and faster since the NEC 
in July 2021 voted for summary exclusion of even 
loose associates of any of four named groups, the 
Starmer-Evans regime has suspended or expelled 
hundreds of members. Recently it overreached 
with a message telling Young Labour chair Jess 
Barnard she was “under investigation”, and had 
to apologise. The NEC will bring rule changes to 
conference for a new complaints procedure, pre-
sented as a response to the Equality and Human 
Rights Commission report on antisemitism and 
Labour, but in fact a stitch-up.

A strong vote against those changes will be im-
portant for the future. The NEC may also try to 
ram through changes to make it easier for MPs to 
avoid “trigger ballots” for open selections, and 
to increase the nominations threshold for Labour 
leader elections. □

The left challenge in 
Brighton

Environment
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MOBILISE FOR AFGHAN 
REFUGEES 20 OCTOBER!
By Mohan Sen 

On 20 October there will be 
a demonstration for refu-

gee rights in Parliament Square. 
The organisers, Solidarity with 
Refugees and Women for Ref-
ugee Women, say:

“The government has com-
mitted to take 20,000 Afghan 
refugees over the next five 
years. But that isn’t enough, and 
lacks the necessary urgency. 
While we are hearing accounts 
of mothers throwing their ba-
bies over razor wire in desper-
ation in the face of the horrors 
facing them under the Taliban, 
the UK government plans to 
make people wait years for re-
settlement, and to imprison any 
who manage to flee to the UK 
by other means… We can and 
must do more to welcome refu-
gees, and not just Afghans.

“Through this rally, we want 
to show the Government that 
we oppose [the Nationality and 
Borders] Bill, and that we want 
to live in a humane and wel-
coming society.”

Trade unionists and Labour 
Party activists should mobilise 
for this rally and others around 
country.

Afghanistan’s population is 
only 60% of the UK’s, but there 
now millions of Afghan refu-
gees in the world (in addition 
to millions internally displaced). 

2.6 million are registered with 
the UN refugee agency UNHCR, 
but some reports suggest simi-
lar number to that in Pakistan 
alone.

Pakistan, the Taliban’s most 
important backer, has deported 
hundreds of refugees back to 
Afghanistan since the Taliban 
took power — and put thou-
sands more on one-month visas 
and thus presumably at severe 
risk of deportation.

Despite their vast size, India 
and China will take few Afghan 
refugees. The Indian govern-
ment in particular does not 
want to accept more Muslims 
into the country and the Chi-
nese government is keen on 
developing its relationship with 
the Taliban. The US government 
has done better than the UK, 
with 120,000 Afghans accepted 
since the start of August, but 
the numbers are still small rela-
tive to its size and wealth.

Many other European states 
are following the UK’s mean-
ness. The German government 
of Angela Merkel, which has 
taken upwards of half a million 
Syrian refugees, has suggested 
it will only accept 10,000 Af-
ghans. Even though Merkel’s 
conservative CDU/CSU alliance 
may well lose the general elec-
tion there on 26 September, a 
right-wing backlash against ref-
ugees seems to be winning.

CDU/CSU chancellor candi-
date Armin Laschet has said 
that “the mistakes regarding 
the Syrian civil war [i.e. accept-
ing so many refugees] must not 
be made again”.

The leader of the “liberal” 
FDP has suggested that by ac-
cepting Syrian refugees Ger-
many “failed to look after local 
workers”. The Social Demo-
cratic candidate for chancellor, 
Olaf Scholz, has said tried to 
marry opposing refugees with 
sounding progressive by saying 
that they should go to countries 
neighbouring Afghanistan.

“Instead of spreading fear 
and panic”, argued the spokes-
woman of the Refugee Council 
of Brandenburg (the area sur-
rounding Berlin), “Germany — 
as one of the richest countries 
in the world — should lead by 
example by taking in refugees 
from Afghanistan.” The real 
“mistake” made in 2015, she 
added, was housing refugees 
in “inhumane conditions”.

It is the same argument here 
— except that the UK’s past re-
cord is worse than Germany’s! 
So far the arguments have been 
made mainly by NGOs and 
shoe-string campaigns. 

The labour movement should 
mobilise its voice and its weight 
to force the government to 
change course. □
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